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ABSTRACT
The Thermal Internal Boundary layer (TIBl) is a dynamic and
turbulent mesoscale "eature 0" the coastal atmosphere that
"orms over the land during conditions 0" onshore .,low. The
TIBl develops as an adjustment 0" the atmospheric boundary
layer to the discontinuities 0" temperature and roughness
that occur at the inter"ace between the underlying marine
and terrestrial sur"aces. The resulting "ormation 0" a
characteristically convex mixed layer below relatively
stable air alo.,t has serious implications "or the dispersion0" pol1utants in shoreline environments. Although a wide
range 0" research relating to various "eatures 0" the TlBl
may be "ound in the literature. relatively "ew broadly-based
studies have been per"ormed. This study has employed both
airborne and sur-eece measurements to obtain a comprehensive
spatial and temporal data set. in order to elucidate aspects
0" the characteristic structure and behaviour 0" the TIBL.
TIBl growth was "ound to "ol1ow a diurnal pattern, the
initial1y irregular boundary becoming more uni"orm during
the day as a steady balance between various "actors was
achieved. The TIBl was associated with a layer of uniform
wind speed and direction flowing perpendicular to the
coastline, within which warmer temperatures and changes in
relative humidity and moisture content were observed. The
temperature structure of the onshore .,Iow strongly
influenced the intensity of turbulence encountered in the
TlBl and the degree 0" entrainment aloft. Patterns of
turbulent properties displayed signi.,icant increases in the
TIBl. which were relatively abrupt near the surface and more
gradual towards the top of the TIBL. Measurements of
sensible heat .,Iux revealed strong undulations in TIBl
structure due to transitory eddies and thermal upcurrents.
Certain theoretical1y based predictive equations of TIBl
height displayed the best overal1 performance out of eight
selected models. and some promise was shown by an empirical
formulation. TIBl development was general1y complex and
irregular within the .,irst few Kilometres of the shore.
while "urther inland more regular TIBl formation enabled the
relatively accurate observation and prediction of TIBl
height.
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2INTRODUCTION
Coastal regions possess an environment that is not only
conducive to the evolution of
conditions, but that is also
complex
optimal
atmospheric dispersion
for the location of
urban and industrial centres. Shoreline environmentll such as
open coastlines or taxesner-e areas offer easy access to
facilities and supplies of cooling water, and
complexes are
transportation
major industrial therefore frequently
of this nature
situated
typically
processingmineralandchemical
Industriesareas.
terminals,
these
oil
within
include
plants, manufacturing industries, fossil fuel power stations
and nuclear reactors.
The growth and development of these activities has led to an
deterioration
the atmosphere.
has thus become a
times
coastal
in
The
cause
e.,.,luent
located
airborne
sources
into
air pollution
quantities 0"
quality
0"
air
large
emitted
and
be
number
coastal
zone,
the
of
in
at
the
may
increase
for concern, especially under conditions of fair weather. In
these circumstances un"avourable di""usion conditions may
occur over the land, either during stable onshore gradient
flows or in the presence 0" mesoscale effects such as the
sea breeze. In both cases a reduction in air quality is
associated with the formation 0" a complex meteorological
phenomenon, the Thermal Internal Boundary Layer.
BOUNDARY LAYER FORHATION
In studies 0" "luid dynamics, the
as the region 0" a flow in
boundaries are experienced. The
is hence that region 0" the
influenced by the thermal and
boundary layer is defined
Which the e""ects 0" its
atmospheric boundary layer
lower atmosphere which is
"rictional e""ects 0" the
earth's surface.
varies "rom a "ew
The
tens
depth 0"
0" metres
the this layer typically
on calm, clear nights to a
few thousand metres on hot, sunny days just a.,ter noon.
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3An airflow that has travelled over a relatively homogeneous
area will, after some time, display meteorological
characteristics that have reached a dynamic equilibrium with
the underlying surface. However, if the airflow passes over
another surface with different properties. the change in the
underlying conditions will result in an adjustment to the
flow from the surface upwards. and a new set of equilibrium
characteristics will eventually develop. This transition
does not occur immediately at all heights, but instead taKes
place gradually in the form of a layer that grows upwards
from the point of surface discontinuity. The upper limit of
this new boundary layer may be regarded as a surface
dividing the lower atmosphere into two zones of distinctly
different meteorological characteristics, the lower one
being termed the internal boundary layer (JBl).
IBls are commonly formed wherever sharp changes in surface
roughness or surface temperature occur (Figures ta & lb).
Perhaps the most striKing example of this is found during
onshore flow in coastal regions, where the cool and
aerodynamically smooth water surface interfaces the warmer,
rougher land surface. The change in surface shear stress at
the coast constitutes a frictional discontinuity, which
induces a roughness IBl downwind. Similarly the temperature
discontinuity causes a change in surface heat flux. and a
free convective IBl develops over the land. Under stable
onshore conditions, JBl formation tends to be dominated by
the stronger thermal effects•. giving rise to the development
of a special type of IBl. This well mixed, turbulent region
of the coastal atmosphere is thus termed the Thermal.
Internal Boundary layer. frequently referred to by the
acronym TIBl (Figure ie),
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Figure t: Schematic of the effects of (a) surface roughness
and (b) surface temperature on the development of the
TIBl (c).
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5TIBL GROWTH AND FU"IGATION
The TIBL is an important and characteristic feature of the
atmospheric environment in coastal regions. TIBL formation
typically starts at the coastal interface, developing
upwards in the direction of flow. The adjustment of the
atmosphere to new surface conditions over the land taKes
place most rapidly near the shoreline, becoming more gradual
further downwind. The TIBL is thus characterised by a convex
upper boundary with a relatively steep initial slope nearer
the coast. and a more shallow slope further inland.
The rate at which the height of the TIBL increases with
distance from the coast is dependent on the properties of
the downwind surface, and on the original characteristics of
the onshore flow. Increased physical roughness together with
thermal conduction and convection over the land generate
mechanical and thermal turbulence that promote the growth of
the TIBL. With passage inland, the relatively stable onshore
flow is eroded from below and a mixed layer of modified air
evolves near the surface. The unmodified air that remains
above forms a stable inversion layer- that caps the TIBL.
The location of two entirely different dispersion regimes
adjacent to each other can place severe limitations on the
vertical diffusion of pollutants near the coast. compared to
neighbouring areas inland. Airborne effluent emitted near
the surface within the TIBL is contained below the overlying
stable layer, in a process Known as plume trapping (Figure
2). Pollutant plumes may also be emitted at higher levels
above the TlBL. In this case a relatively undispersed
emission can be carried a considerable distance downwind in
the stable air aloft, until it intersects the TIBL
interface. At this point it is entrained and - fumigates
downwards. also becoming trapped in the TIBL (Figure 2).
This process of continuous fumigation may occur at irregular
intervals for extended periods of time, as the plume engages
or becomes detached from the TIBL. As horizontal scales are
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of
2: Coastal
the TlBl.
dispersion characteristics in the presence
of the order of Kilometres, and TIBL height only a few
hundred metres, relatively small changes in the latter can
have an appreciable effect on the location of the fumigation
zone. Both elevated and ground level concentrations downwind
may therefore be many times greater than in the absence of
the TIBL.
OVERVIEW OF TIBL RESEARCH
UIlY SllIIl$
The existence
literature on
layer., Ogura
of the TIBL was
studies of the
(1950) and Elliot
first identified in
atmospheric internal
(1958) provided a
the early
boundary
theoretical
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7basis for the development of a convex internal boundary
layer from a change in surface temperature, and presented a
small number of measurements confirming this behaviour. The
formation of internal boundary layers in shoreline
environments was initially examined with regard to
atmospheric transport and diffusion in coastal regimes by
Prophet (1961), and Van del' Hoven (1967) who provided an
early empirically based model of TIBl height.
COASTAl. IIfF\IIII
The importance of the TlBl was recognised in much of the
ensuing measurement and modelling of coastal diffusion in
the presence of the laKe or sea breeze. The impact of stacK
height on fumigation conditions during these conditions was
examined in a number of studies (Bierly and Hewson, 1962;
Hewson and Olsson, 1967; Collins, 1971; lyons and Olsson,
1972). lyons and Cole (1973) investigated plume trapping and
fumigation of sulphur dioxide and particulate emissions in
stable onshore flows off laKe Michigan, and found serious
degradation of air quality for both phenomena. Meroney et al
(1975) modelled shoreline atmospheric transport in the
laboratory, using a meteorological wind tunnel. It was found
that, although emissions from short stacKs caused the worst
fumigation, an increase in stacK height did not result in
greatly reduced ground level concentrations. later studies
continued to concentrate on the effects of TIBl fumigation
and dispersion (Knox and lyons, 1975; Dooley, 1976), a
number of which also included. early theoretical equations of
TIBl height (Weisman and Hirt, 1975; Peters, 1975; Van Dop
et aI, 1979). lyons (1975) synthesised much of the Knowledge
at the time in a monograph on pollutant diffusion in
shoreline environments. The TIBl was also parameterized in
models of the sea breeze circulation (PielKe, 1974; Anthes,
1978).
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More recently a number of large scale field studies of the
coastal atmosphere have been performed. These investigations
employed substantial resources to perform comprehensive
measurements of the TIBL. At BrooKhaven, long Island in the
United States, Raynor et al (1979) collected airborne and
surface data on the turbulence, temperature patterns and
slope of the TIBL. Measured levels of turbulence and
temperature were several times higher in the TIBl, with the
initial steep growth of the TIBl modulated by atmospheric
stability. An equilibrium height was found in many cases,
which merged into the inland mixed layer during free
convection, and which was absent during the sea breeze. At
NanticoKe, laKe Erie in Canada, measurements of onshore flow
structure and boundary layer formation were made using
acoustic sounders, free and tethered sonde systems and
surface instruments (Portelli, 1982; Kerman et et, 1982).
Two types of internal boundary layer were detected, one
adjusting to contrasts in bulK buoyancy and hence
entrainment growth, and the other to upward heat flux into
the onshore flow. The latter type was more significant in
defining the location and magnitude of maximum ground level
concentrations during continuous fumigation. Gamo et al
(1982) also made airborne measurements of the TIBl. Data on
turbulence, temperature, humidity and calculated parameters
were collected IOOKm to the east of ToKyo, Japan over
Kashimaura beach. Different internal boundary layers were
also detected in this study, with the TIBl determined by
tur-euience roughly 1.5 times higher than that by
temperature. This difference was attributed to the
entrainment of plumes into the overlying marine air, the
stability of which strongly influenced TIBl height and the
potential temperature increase within the TIBL.
Examinations of the more detailed turbUlent structure of the
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9TIBL tooK place concurrently with the studies of shoreline
diffusion and TIBL structure outlined above. The vast bulK
of Knowledge relating to boundary layer turbulence
parameters has been accumulated from theoretical and
empirical studies of turbulence in the Planetary or
Convective Boundary Layer (PBL or CBL). There nave, been many
studies covering all aspects of the CBL, including inversion
height. convection. similarity, and bUdgets of mixed layer
properties (Ball, 1960; Lilly, 1968; Wyngaard et aI, 1971:
Betts, 1973; Carson, 1973). A general exposition of these
processes was contained in a review paper by TenneKes
(1974). Later studies made closer examinations of turbulence
parameter structure and entrainment (Kalmal et aI, 1976;
s tun, 1976; Caughey and Palmer. 1979; TenneKes and
DriedonKs. 1981). Important findings have also been obtained
via laboratory study and numerical modelling (Deardorff et
aI, 1969; Deardor'f'f, 1972). Studies of the boundary layer
over the sea have also been performed (Nicholls and
Readings. 1979). and more recently have included the
development of the 'reverse' TIBL with the formation of the
surface stable layer over the sea during offshore flow (Hsu.
1983; Garratt, 1987).
Theoretical studies of detailed turbulence specifically for
the TlBL have been largely numerical in nature,
concentrating on the effects of a change In surface
roughness on turbulent boundary layer formation (Peterson.
1969; Taylor, 1970; Shiro 1972; Rao et aI, 1974). Although
basic turbulence measurements were made by aircraft 'for the
larger field stUdies at BrooKhaven and Kashimaura (ibid.),
the majority of detailed turbulence measurements for the
TIBL have been made at a relatively low level fairly close
to the shore. and not covering the whole TIBL at the
mesoscale. The most common method of data collection has
been by means of one or more instrumented towers located a
few ·Kilometres. or in some cases a few hundred metres. from
the shore (Echols and Wagner. 1972; Smedman and Hogstrom.
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10
1983; Ogawa and Ohara, 1985; Ohara and Ogawa, 1985). A
slightly larger scale examination OT turbulence during laKe
breeze penetration was perTormed by Ogawa et al (1985), who
employed a Kytoon-mounted instrument pacKage up to a height
OT 600m at a site 3Km Trom the shore.
_LLIl6
specialised equations,
incorporation range OT input parameters
in order to accurately predict
A Turther Tacet
OT a
OT TIBL research has involved the
into
the
the
and
wouldit
show
independent
Stunder
of
1976;
number
·al,
1971; Raynor et aI, 1975;
1976; VenKatram, 1977 &
1982; Kerman, 1982; Misra
Gamo et aI, 1983; Hsu,
been perTormed,
theoretical models
et
advanced
Vecchio
more
(Oi
1965).
thethat
most promise
SethuRaman,
appear
Moroz, 1967; Plate,
Peters, 1975; Weisman,
1980; Steyn and OKe,
and ontock, 1982; Lyons et aI, 1983;
1986). Although only a limited
evaluations of these models have
others were
Hoven, 1967;
Schuh, 1975;
1986; Misra,
height OT the TIBL Certain OT these Tormulae were developed
in some OT the diTTusion studies outlined earlier, while
derived Trom a more theoretical basis (Van der
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
areas, has created the need for an
of atmospheric processes in shoreline
models of diffusion in the coastal zone
coupled with the meteorology of such
increased understanding
environments. Existing
are widely used for
The growth OT industrial
complex
activity
diffusion
in coastal regions,
air pollution forecasting in
response planning, especially
It is important that such
both regulatory and emergency
in the -field o-f atomic energy.
models include refinements that
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1 1
incorporate the' Tiel as a dynamic feature of the coastal
atmosphere.
A comprehensive treatment of the Tiel has however been
hampered by the lack of information on various structural
and temporal aspects of Tiel formation. A workshop on
Coastal Atmospheric Transport Processes was convened during
the 3rd Conference on Meteorology of the Coastal Zone
(SethuRaman, 1984) to address this and other related
problems. The workshop presented a tabulation of the current
status and research goals for coastal atmospheric diffusion.
Particular emphasis was laid on future TIBl research to
improve predictions of diffusion and downwind concentrations
from sources near the coast. It was recommended that, among
other considerations, studies be performed to rectify the
lack of experimental data on Tiel formation and
characteristics, profiles of turbUlent quantities and
intercomparisons of available models.
Coastal boundary layers occur within offshore and onshore
flow in stable, neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions,
with a variety of surface temperature and roughness
characteristics. This study concentrates on the category of
primary interest, namely the formation of the TIBl during
onshore flow, with the land rougher and warmer than the
adjacent body of water. Studies of the TIBl have taken place
along many coastlines around the world, but to date no such
work has been performed in Southern Africa. In recent years,
however, a number of local authors have alluded to the
importance of the TIBl with regard to air pollution and
potential plumes from nuclear power stations (Keen, 1979;
Jury and Mulholland, 1986).
The West Coast of the SUbcontinent to the north of Cape Town
is an ideal location for the occurrence of westerly onshore
flows under fair weather synoptic conditions. The Benguela
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Current of the South Atlantic Ocean maintains cool sea
temperatures in the region, and at this latitude (340S) in
summer, hot surface temperatures are experienced over the
land. An initial pilot
design. It was decided
siting of a
identification
suitable
of an
project (Comrie, 1986) aided in the
study area (Figure 3), and in the
optimum methodology and _operational
to adopt a similar approach to the
earlier, acquiring both
provision of relatively
A light aircraft was
and 1500m in altitUde,
the
outlined
for
the TlBL.
20Km long
comprehensive field stUdies
airborne and surface data
complete data coverage of
used to fly transects up to
while a networK of meteorological masts, surface instruments
and an acoustic sounder were deployed at various sites on
the ground.
-0.~"c~--afL \ GH' ..;:.;-- Ph i I ece I ph i a
...-
Farm
Airfield
10
I
"StUdy Area
5
I
•Rondeku II
o
I
J
Atlantis
ATLANTIC
OCEAN
Figure 3: Location of the
coastline showing the
instrument locations
study area on
flight track
(dots).
the southern African
(broken line) and
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The aircrai't measurements included temperature, humidity and
turbUlence, and were collected by means oi' specially
developed digital instrumentation. Turbulence (vertical
velocity) measurements were based on a methodology outlined
by SethuRaman et a1 (1979), i'ollowing a method used by
Lenschow (1976) to measure updrai'ts in storms. The vertical
motions oi' the aircraft itself were used to measure
turbulence by means of high i'requency sampling oi' pressure-
height changes. The aircraft was flown at constant pitch
angle and thrust, allowing it to be sensitive to eddies in
the vertical plane, whilst maintaining the general direction
of flight. Calibrated values were obtained by flights past
an instrumented tower.
STUDY AIMS
The overall aim
examination of
TIBL. by means
measurements.
of
the
of
this study was to undertaKe an empirical
growth, structure and prediction of the
comprehensive airborne and ground based
The approach adopted for the presentaticm of this thesis is
one whereby the body of the text is comprised of four
chapters written as scientific papers in journal format.
These discrete papers are preceded by a general
introduction chapter, and followed by a chapter which
summarises the ever-au thesis conclusions. The empirical
aspects of the TIBL were investigated in terms of general
meteorological characteristics, turbUlent structure, and an
evaluation of the TIBL height equations. while a synthesis
of these" approaches was provided by a case study. The focus
of each chapter can be outlined as follows:
Chapter 2
II:TElIQ.C6I:M. aMCIIlITt$ (J 1ll1lW.
IIT[IllII. IIlUID!Il' LAmS
This chapter investigates the characteristic patterns of
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meteorological parameters from eight test days. Surface and
airborne data were used to quantitatively define the typical
surface and upper level wind fields. diurnal TIBL growth
patterns, and the two-dimensional structures of temperature,
humidity and standard deviation of vertical wind speed;
Chapter 3
TIl I(SOSCM.£ TIIIl£IIT STIIItT1IIE II TIl
TllIIW. 1I1UIW. ImIlM'I LAl'U
This chapter examines the structure of various turbulent
parameters for one selected case of TIBL formation. Aircraft
dimensionalised (scaled) pat terns
characteristics, sensible heat fluxes (w'8'), and standard
observeddata were used to detail the
of
and
turbulent
non-
flow
deviations of potential temperature and vertical velocity
(UT and U w);
Chapter 4
All EYALUlTDI II TllIIIW. II1EM
ImIlM'I LAl'U (QlMTDIS
This chapter evaluates the comparative performance of eight
TlBL height prediction equations available in the
literature. The equations were tested via the application of
statistical summary and difference measures to 143 cases of
observed TIBL height;
Chapter 5
FClMTDI,~ Me IIIG11T II TIl TIIIllIIL IlTEIIlW.
IIClIIlMY LAlEl - AeM[ m.DY
This chapter
and decay.
observation
provides an overall
meteorological and
and prediction of
perspective of TIBL growth
turbulent characteristics, and
TIBL height, illustrated by
means of a case study.
Each aspect of the study thus receives attention in a
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separate chapter (paper), while the overall continuity of
the thesis format is preserved. The special symbols,
supplementary information and data used in each chapter are
presented in the appropriate Appendix (ie. Chapter 2'5 data
can be found in Appendix 2), following which a full listing
of references used in the thesis is provided.
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CHAPTER 2
METEOROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
THERMAL INTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYERS
The structure of' the Thermal Internal Boundary Layer (TIBL)
was investigated on eight test days. using an instrumented
light aircraf't and ground based measurements. Thermal and
f'rictional ef'f'ects in the TIBL caused the oblique onshore
f'low to become more normal to the coastline, with higher
wind speeds. and large increases in low level turbulence
inland. The - TIBL grew rapidly f'rom convective conditions in
the morning. peaKing at midday and gently decreasing in the
af'ternoon. The strength of' the overwater lapse rate and the
presence of' an initial mixed layer controlled the bUild-up
of' the neutral layer near the eur-race, and the degree of'
entrainment into the TIBL aio s t. The resulting warmer
temperatures throughout the TIBL increased the specif'ic
humidity by allowing greater up t ak e of' evaporative moisture.
but caused relative humidity to decrease. Maxima of' relative
humidity. were f'ound in the entrainment region. and were
associated with occasional scattered cloud. Temperature
structure also strongly inf'luenced the intensity of'
turbulence and the T1BL height. with strongly stable onshore
f'low resulting in the most limited vertical dispersion.
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INTRODUCTION
Many potential pollution sources such as industrial plants,
petrochemical complexes, power stations, nuclear reactors
and urban centres are located in shoreline environments. The
understanding of air pollution and its dispersion in these
areas has been hampered by the complex meteorology
associated with the coastal zone, especially under
conditions of fair weather when mesoscale effects such as
the sea breeze are present. An important concern under such
conditions is the development of a Thermal Internal Boundary
Layer (TIBL).
The TIBL is formed over the land under conditions of onshore
flow as a result of surface discontinuities in roughness and
temperature that occur at the coastline. It is characterised
by a convex upper boundary that separates the evolving mixed
layer near the surface from the overlying unmodified stable
air. The slope of the TIBL increases most rapidly nearest
the shore becoming more gradual with distance inland.
Vertical diffusion can thus be severely limited near the
coast compared to adjacent inland areas. Plumes emitted
within the TIBL will be contained near the surface, causing
plume trapping, while plumes emitted at levels above the
T1BL may travel inland in the stable layer aloft before
intersecting the TIBL, where the plume will fumigate
downwards. Under both circumstances the ground level
concentrations will be far greater than those normally
predicted.
emerged largely from studies on
sea breezes, and was reviewed in
der Hoven (1967). Continued research
Hewson and Olsson (1967),. Lyons and
Lyons (1975) and Weisman and Hirt
summarised in a monograph by Lyons
the characteristics of the TIBL
low level in Echols and Wagner (1972)
Initial Knowledge on TIBLs
coastal air quality and
Prophet (1961) and Van
in this field included
Cole (1973), Knox and
(1975), which was further
(1975). Evaluations of
included those made at
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18
and Ogawa· and Ohara (1985). In recent years a number 01'
studies have involved extensive resources and a
comprehensive treatment 01' the TIBL using both aircra1't and
ground based measurements, including studies at BrooKhaven
National Laboratory (Raynor et aI, 1979), NanticoKe
(Portelli. 1982; Kerman et aI, 1982) and at Kashimaura in
Japan (Gamo et aI, 1982). The need 1'or comprehensive 1'ield
observations such as those above was a major research
recommendation 01' the WorKshop on Coastal Atmospheric
Transport Processes (SethuRaman, 1984).
The aim
examination
TIBL. by
and to
vertical
01' this study was to undertaKe a comprehensive
01' the meteorological characteristics 01' the
means 01' ground based and airborne measurements,
quantitatively de1'ine its typical horizontal and
structure.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Study site
Figure shows the location 01' the study area on the
Atlantic coastline 01' Southern A1'rica about 30Km to the
north 01' Cape Town. sur-race temperature contrasts between
land and sea are as high as 200C to 300C in summer, and a
sea breeze component is common during fair weather when weaK
or 1'avourable gradient winds prevail (Keen, 1984). The
coastline is approximately linear with a NNW to SSE
alignment. The terrain slopes gently upward from the coast,
reaching a height 01' roughly 100m further inland (:::20Km),
displaying very little relie1' apart 1'rom a 1'ew small hills
further to the south and north 01' the study area. Ground
cover is mostly ploughed wheat fields with some grass and
bush cover nearer the coast. The major human activity is the
centrally located 2000MW Koeberg nuclear power station. With
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Figure t: Location
locations (dots)
of
and
the
the
study
flight
area showing
track (broken
instrument
line).
a number of small settlements located towards the edge of
the study region.
measurements.
after
ThiS
ground
most
1986)
airborne
the
(Comrie,
and
beto
study
based
proved
pilot
has
initial
both
an
of
approach
usethe
decided
adopt
wasIt
to
effective method OT obtaining a full data set over distances
OT 20Km and heights OT 2000m within as short a time as
possible. The Tield experiments tooK place during the late
southern summer in March and April OT 1987, where Tull data
sets were obtained on eight test days (Table 1). It was
found necessary to taKe data near the middle OT the day when
conditions were Tully developed and more constant· over time,
and a number OT check Tlights were made which conTirmed that
diTTerences
negligible.
over the above period could be considered
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TABLE 1
Data inventory -for the eight test days
Run 318 319 327 330 331 401 413 421
Tile t4h40- 13h30- 15h05- 12h45- 15h05- 12h45- 12h40- 13h20-
15h40 I4h50 16h30 t4hlO 16hl0 I4hl5 I4h25 14h35
Insolation V.I-2 910 945 860 930 830 850 880 860
OYerlater
lapse rate °C.IOOI-I 1.33 0.51 0.48 0.50 0.58 0.56 0.71 0.41
Type A-b A-b A-a A-a B-a B-b A-a s-a
Initial
T1Bl height I 860 160 140 200 0 0 240 0
land sIc.
temperature °c 35.1 36.8 39.9 35.4 33.6 37.9 36.0 29.7
Sea sIc.
temperature °c 12.2 13.4 14.5 13.9 14.5 15.8 11.6 13.4
DATA TAKEN
Airborne
temperature X X X X X X X X
Airborne
turbulence X X X X X X X X
Pibals X X X X X
Surlace
turbul ence X X X X
Acoustic
sounder X X X X X X X
20
TABLE 2
Low level (10m) turbulence parameters
averaged -for the eight test days
Si te Coast Koeberg Farm RondeKu i 1
OKm lKm 6Km 16Km
u m.s- 1 4.4 4.5 6.0 5.9
Uu m.s- 1 0.5 1 .4
uu/u m.s- 1 0.1 0.3
e-180o 0 86 79 102 1 t 4
ue 0 10.5 5.4 1 1 . 4 11.9
T °c 17.7 18. 1 22.2 22.8
UT °c 0.6 3.0
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within the study
Surface instrumentation
Seven instrumented lam masts were located in the region,
measuring hourly means of temperature, wind speed and
direction. Of these, four were located in the TIBL study
area (Figure 2). In addition the coast and farm towers
recorded 15 minute means, and logged at one minute intervals
for the duration of each test enabling comparisons of low
level turbulence. At the Koeberg meteorological station
there were two towers of 35m and 76m, each equipped with 3D
vane anemometers and other instruments, which were used for
reference and calibration. Surf temperatures were also
recorded at this site.
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A number .of other measurements were made at the farm base
site. Vertical profiles of wind speed and direction were
obtained with double theodolite pibal soundings to over
2000m height at 10 to 15 minute intervals. Solar radiation
measurements were taKen on test days (L1-COR portable
radiometer). as were land surface temperatures (YSI
thermistor probes). A standard 1600Hz monostatic acoustic
sounding system (AeroVironment Model 300) was oper-at e o
continuously and provided vertical profiles of the
atmosphere to a height of 1000m. from which the stability
and turbulence structure could be inferred. In this way.
although the TIBL height was only fixed once during the day.
the sounder trace could be 'calibrated' and the growth and
decay of the TIBL followed throughout the day.
Airborne instrumentation
Airborne measurements of atmospheric turbulence are
conventionally achieved using the relative motion of an
aircraft with respect to the wind. combined with an inertial
navigation system or doppler radar. An alternate method is
to maKe use of the aircraft response itself. measuring the
actual motions of the aircraft which are proportional to the
vertical velocity fluctuations experienced. The latter
methodology was adopted for this study. having the benefits
of ruggedness. simplicity. economics and ease of
application. The method is fully outlined in SethuRaman et
al (1979). where it was used successfully for boundary layer
worK at BrooKhaven National Laboratory. and was based
originally on worK by Lenschow (1976) on the estimation of
updrafts in storms.
Briefly. the method consists· of flying a light aircraft at
constant thrust and pitch angle. allowing it to be sensitive
to eddies in the vertical plane. whilst still maintaining
the general flight path. SethuRaman et al (1979) made use of
a var-rometer-, a common aviation instrument for determining
rate of climb or descent. which was specially calibrated to
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read vertical velocities. F or this study a more sensitive
system was developed using a miniaturised quartz diaphragm
pressure transducer which was sensitive to motions of 0.5m
(0.05mB) or more. The transducer was linked to a static
pressure line located. outside the cabin and, together with a
thermistor psychrometer mounted under the wing, was read at
10Hz.
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Figure 3: Aircraft Tlight plan for vertical
temperature (dotted line) and horizontal
turbulence and temperature (solid line).
proTiles
transects
of
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Measurements oT temperature, humidity and turbulence
throughout the length and height oT the TIBL were taken
using a single-engined Cessna 172. Figure 3 illustrates the
flight plan, which consisted oT three vertical temperature
exponentially
traverses.prOTiles
traverses
Tollowed
were
by six horizontal
spaced Trom
These
150m to 1400m
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enable proper delineation of the
entire run tooK under 90 minutes,
horizontal and vertical mapping of
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
All data collected, other than that from the acoustic
sounder, was computer compatible and was processed to
provide graphic output of various raw and calculated values.
Analysis of the airborne turbulence data revealed an optimum
response time of roughly 0,5 seconds, which was the same
figure arrived at by SethuRaman et ai (1979). The data were
then processed to provide integral values of five samples at
2Hz. Consecutive differences between these values provided
pressure-height changes which were calibrated to individual
w-values of vertical velocity in 16 flights past the
instrumented tower. Conversion factors between the aircraft
milliBar pressure-height change and the vane anemometer were
derived for each run to provide a mean calibration ratio of
2.36 between the two systems.
Raynor et at (1979) derived only two values of turbulence,
o"w within and outside the TlBL. Instead, the 'moving' o"w
approach used by Garno et et (1982) was adopted. A sampling
time of 50 seconds was found to be the optimum required to
calculate 0" w, and yet provide a sufficiently detailed
horizontal profile of turbulence. Distances in the TIBL were
calculated along the mean wind direction, after which all
aircraft data was then graphed and compiled into isopleth
diagrams for various parameters (defin'itions in Appendix
2.1). potential temperatures were c alcul a t e d using
conventional temperature and pressure-height corrections.
TIBL height was fixed from inflections in the vertical and
horizontal parameter profiles.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ground based measurements
The eight days of experiments were characterised by fair
weather conditions, with clear sKies or scattered cloud.
Sunrise and sunset were at 07hOO and 19hOO, with solar
radiation peaKing at 13hOO between a50W.m- 2 and 945W.m- 2•
Land surface temperatures during the tests averaged 370C
with a range from 260C to 42°C. Sea temperatures had a mean
of 13.7 0C, ranging between 11.60C and 15.aoC. The mean land-
sea temperature difference was thus 230C, providing ample
energy to drive a sea breeze component, and for convective
and conductive heating in the TIBL.
10 253600
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Figure 4: Hourly averages of 10m <lata at Ron<lekuil on
31-3-87 showing typical <Iiurnal trends.
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Figure 5: Proportional increases of
differentials between nearshore
10m
and
data and turbulence
inland sites.
AI! T[If'[RATlllE
Cool morning air warmed soon after sunrise, and temperatures
increased rapidly until about IOhOO. A gentle peaK was
reached over the middle 01' the day, decreasing gradually in
the a1'ternoon, and dropping more sharply 1'rom about 18hOO
(Figure 4). While temperatures inland always increased ar t er-
sunrise, temperatures at the coast either increased or
decreased depending on the persistence of a low level marine
TIBL, with corresponding' extremes
the experiments, inland temperatures
temperatures
horizontal
Daytime 10m air
coast and 22.50C
to 350C.
to 100 C
01'
were
greatest
the
the
direction.
near
windin
01'
coast, with
mean
changes
the
a
on
at
had
and
than
the
inversion,
in
During
higher
temperature gradient occurring in the 1'irst 6Km {Figure 5).
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SlJlfACE WIlDS
Wind data from the 10m networK indicated sea breeze
formation to some extent on all experiment days. In the
morning the existing land breeze or light gradient wind of
lm.s-1 to 3m.s- l usually swung through north, the westerly
sea breeze component building up from about lOhOO. Wind
speeds showed the expected increase and decrease during the
day, following the pattern of surface temperature
differences (Figure 4). Wind direction was frequently
different at the various sites in the morning but, with the
progressive influence of the sea breeze, all sites had
become similar by about 13hOO.
Although Raynor et al (1979) found a decrease
wind speed inland. it was generally observed to
contrast to the expected decrease (Figure 5).
has been found previously in the area (Comrie,
a surface phenomenon related to the persistence
level marine inversion close to the coastline.
in surface
increase, in
This effect
1986) and is
of the low
Wind speed
parameters at the coast and inland are given in Table 2.
in
to
al
the
more
et
breeze
in
sea
although the
the coastline
Raynor
drag
becoming
a
in
perpendicular
can be seen
to
of
direction
tendency
passage - inland,
wind
always oblique
was also noted
strong
with
in
almost
effect
change
This
was
This
is thought that increased frictional
thermal differences resulting in
caused the flow to become more
sea.
wind
and
the
It
coast.
gradient
over
the
Wind direction displayed a
normal to the coastline
component,
(1979).
TIBL,
Figure 4.
LOW LEVEL TURBUlENCE
MarKed
deviations)
threefold
a similar
increases in
were found
increase in CT u
increase for
10m turbulent
inland within the
occurred between
CT u/u. A doubling
quantities (standard
TIBL (Figure 5). A
OKm and 6Km, with
of CT e tooK place
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lIIind speeds were also linKed to the presence of an initial
mixed layer (see Airborne temperature structure below). Days
with a mixed layer exhibited wind speeds around 9m.s- 1 in
the lower 1000m, while - on days with stable - lapse rates near
the surface, this figure was about sm.s". Measured TlBl
heights were found to be just above the region of peaK wind
speed and well below the region of minimum wind :speed, the
latter usually being associated with the swing between the
sea breeze component and the overlying gradient wind
direction.
Figure 6b shows the mean vertical pattern of wind direction.
The normal flow nearer the surface was typically 1000m or
more deep. with varying amounts of change towards the
synoptic flow above. Although the latter was observed from
the Sill, III and NIII. flow near the surface was always close to
IIISIII (2500 ) , which was exactly normal to the coast. As the
sea breeze and TIBl developed during the day the depth of
this layer increased. and liKewise as the layer shrunK in
the late afternoon the gradient flow descended again, as
seen below in the lapse rate and acoustic sounder data.
Increased
associated
variations
variability
with lower
in direction
in
wind
were
wind
speeds,
found
direction
and thus
near the
is generally
the greatest
ground and at
the top of the sea breeze layer.
Acoustic echo sounders are well Known to display a strong
linK to the turbulence and -temperature structure of the
atmosphere (Beran et et, 1913), and are thus ideally suited
to TIBl analysis. Acoustic signatures were strongest in the
most well defined TIBls, which as expected possessed the
strongest lapse rates and greatest contrasts in turbulence.
Figure 7 shows a facsimile of the acoustic sounder trace
from Run 401, together with the observed TIBl height above
the "farm (6Km). Figure 8 shows a time-height representation
of TIBl heights for the study days, as read off acoustic
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Figure 7: Facsimile of acoustic sounder
showing measured TIBl height at
height for other times of the day
line indicates unclear TlBl height
activity.
trace
13h20
(see
due
from Rin 401
and derived
text). Broken
to convective
sounder charts using. the above technique. Both the above
temperature. Considerable variation occurred from
diagrams
the TIBl.
wind and
illustrate
whiCh
the characteristic growth
followed the diurnal cycles
and
of
decay of
insolation.
day t o day as well as during each day. depending on
meteorological conditions.
The first part of the morning was generally characterised by
mixing height tended
established. Growth of
activity.increased convective and
to
the
thermal
stabilize as
TIBL seemed
the
most
after
TIBl
rapid
which
became
in the
late morning. reaching a maximum height around midday. and
then dropping off more gradually during the afternoon until
about 18hOO when it disappeared with a change in wind and
temperature conditions. This pattern is in close agreement
with that outlined in Kerman et a/ (1982).
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figure 8: Derived TIBl heights for the eight study days
taken at the farm site (:::f>km inland).
Airborne measurements
T[IfERAlUlE STROCTlJ[
An important feature of the temperature structure of the
TIBL is' lapse rate of the onshore flow over the sea. The
patterns of turbulence and temperature which result over the
land are to a large extent determined by this factor,
although many other complex relationships are also involved.
stable
In these experiments. atmospheric
to unstable
stabilities ranged
(1.330C.100m-1). Two
from
broad
types of onshore -flow were recognisable -from the data: those
where the TIBL had an initial height due to the existence o-f
a mixed layer near the sur-face. and those where the stable
layer extended throughout the entire -flow. The importance o-f
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Over the sea a very shallow inversion (less than 100m) was
always present due to surface cooling. although this was
soon dissipated over the land and resulted in only localised
effects on surface TIBL characteristics.
Figure lOa illustrates the patterns of potential temperature
found during Run 413, Type A-a. An initial TIBL height of
240m existed over the sea. This mixed layer became fully
warmed a few Kilometres inland. at which point the height of
the isothermic surface began to increase. up to a height of
about 900m. A characteristic pattern developed, whereby
'unbending' of the isotherms occurred near the surface as
the unstable layer became evenly mixed. There was also a net
increase in temperature of about 40C to 50C associated with
the TIBL. Vertical temperature profiles (Figure lla) display
the growth from the initial mixed layer of 240m over the sea
to 550m at the farm (7Km), and to 900m inland (18Km). The
large temperature variations above 1000m inland coincided
with scattered cloud at this level.
Figure lOb shows Run 319, typical of Type A-b. Although
displaying essentially the same gene·ral structure of a mixed
layer overlain by a stable layer aloft, the mixed layer
itself was more complex. with an intervening stable layer at
about 200m. Although slight stratification existed over the
ocean. it was intensified by surface heating before the
entire layer became more mixed further inland. The TIBL thus
increased from about 160m to 1000m over the whole distance.
vertical profiles from Run 318 (Type A-b) similarly
indicated the establishment of a neutral mixed layer,
especially near the surface, which became warmer with
increased surface heating inland (Figure lla).
Type B-a is illustrated by Run 421 in Figure 12a. The
onshore flow was stable throughout and became eroded from
the surface upwards with passage inland. This is the simple
or idealised type of TIBL formation with the mixed layer
developing from the surface at the coast. Temperatures in
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the stable layer remained constant until the TIBL was
intersected, there were increases
aloft and
which
nearer
point
the surface. Vertical temperature
profiles illustrate the stable flow over the sea (Figure
lib), which became mixed to a height of about 300m at the
farm (6Km), and to about 800m further inland (15Km),
Figure 12b shows Type B-b as Run 401. In this example, the
mixed layer grew from the surface at the coast to about 400m
at the farm, with a more gradual increase further inland.
This pattern was very similar to Type B-a, in that the
initial stable layer was eroded by the development of the
TIBL with passage inland. Perhaps due to a weaKer lapse
rate, entrainment was more enhanced in this case, causing a
characteristic slight decrease in potential temperature
before the TIBL was encountered. Garno et aT (1982) drew
attention to the similarity of the above pattern to the
'temperature crossover' effect found in urban heat island
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figure t1b: Vertical temperature profiles (oC) for Run 421,
Type B-a and Run 401, Type a-e.
studies (Bornstein, 1968). This pattern is also evident from
the vertical temperature profiles, which indicated a weaKer
lapse rate and higher TIBL height than in Type B-a (Figure
ttb), The height of the TIBL was greatest in Type A-a under
conditions of weaK lapse rates and enhanced vertical mixing.
Conversely, the lowest TIBLs were Type B-a with strongly
stable onshore flow and severely limited vertical mixing.
The height of the TIBL defined by temperature is Known to be
roughly 701. of the height defined by turbulence (Stunder and
SethuRaman, 1985), and similar tendencies, although of
lesser magnitude,
in height was
were found in
accounted for
this s tudv. This
by the existence
difference
of the
entrainment region at the base of the stable layer, where
although
cooler
penetrative convection occurred, temperatures were
than within the TIBL. This is in general agreement
with Gamo et al (1982).
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IUlXTY
Although not used in many studies, humidity can be an
important indicator of the TIBL. Patterns of specific
humidity were relatively similar for all cases of the TIBL,
with additional moisture accumulated off the land surface
resulting in a mean increase in the TIBL of 1.8g.K9-l, and a
range of 1.39.Kg-l to 2.6g.Kg-1. Gamo et al (1982) -found
similar increases in moisture content of 19.Kg-l to 2g.K9-l.
These were typical values found between 100m and 400m height
in the TIBL. Much larger increases occurred nearer the
surface due to localised temperature increases, the opposite
occurring aloft. Specific humidity had a mean of 9.99.Kg-l
outside the TIBL and 11.79.Kg-l within, indicating that on
average the moisture content in the TIBL increased by 187..
Largest increases tooK place in Type A-b TIBLs, under weaK
lapse rate conditions with the greatest mixing, while the
smallest differences occurred under the opposite conditions
in Type B-a.
Relative humidity displayed a decrease within the TIBL due
to warmer temperatures. In addition, higher humidities were
found at the TIBL boundary in the entrainment region between
warm and cool air. Figure 13a shows Run 413 (Type A-a)
typical of all Type A's, where the high humidities at the
top of the initial TIBL height were lifted up as the TIBL
depth increased inland. This pattern was simplified in Type
B's (Figure 13b, Run 331) where a simple drying out occurred
in the region of TIBL formation, with greater humidity
further above.
In general, both dry bulb (T) and wet bulb (T w) temperatures
increased in the TIBL, the rate of increase of T being
greater than that of T w' The resulting dryer conditions
within the TIBL thus enabled the taKing up of extra
evaporative mctstur-e over the land. Clouds were observed at
the boundary of the TIBL in cases where relative humidities
were slightly above 100y', characterising the differences in
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moisture content within the entrainment region. Occasionally
additional clouds associated with the sea breeze were also
observed. The same structure of an evolving dry layer near
the ground with more moist conditions aloft was evident from
the vertical profiles of relative humidity (see Figures 14a
and b, Run 413 and Run 331).
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The pattern of turbulence in Type A-a is illustrated by Run
330 in Figure 15a. Values of CT w in the initial mixed layer
and in the TIBl were 0.2m.s-1 to O.35m.s- 1, while out of the
TIBl CTw was about O.15m.s- 1• The growth of the TIBl tooK
place from the top of the initial mixed layer at about 200m
height near the coast. Free convection at 6Km to 7Km
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moisture content within the entrainment region. Occasionally
additional clouds associated with the sea breeze were also
observed. The same structure of an evolving dry layer near
the ground with more moist conditions aloft was evident from
the vertical profiles of relative
and b, Run 413 and Run 331).
humidity (see Figures 14a
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The pattern of turbulence in Type A-a is illustrated by Run
330 in Figure 15a. Values of CT w in the initial mixed layer
and in the TIBl were O.2m.s-1 to 0.35m.s- 1• while out of the
TIBl CT w was about O.15m.s- 1. The growth of the TIBl tooK
place from the top of the initial mixed layer at about 200m
height near the coast. Free convection at 6Km to 7Km
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Figure 15: Turbulence (O'w in m.s-1) cross-sections for (a)
Run 330, Type /I-a and (b) Run 319, Type /I-b.
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resulted in a strong turbulent
effects of which werethermal,
inland
the
(e ttkm) increased turbulence
upcur-r-errt,
felt up to
associated
probably a
800m. Further
with patches
of cloud was found near the TIBl boundary.
The most striKing feature of Type A-b (Figure 15b, Run 319)
was the generally higher level of turbulence. This was
attributable to the weaK lapse rates found in this type,
especially in the mixed layer which was unstable in places.
BacKground turbulence was about 0.4m.s- l, increasing to
0.65m.s- l in strong bands of turbulence nearer the ground.
These bands were associated with regions of instability and
the breaKdown of vertical temperature gradients, especially
in the lower layers of the TIBL. The convex TIBl boundary
was badly defined and contorted, due to the persistence of
complex patterns of turbulence aloft. As in all types, O"w
was observed to decrease somewhat with height.
Type B-a (Figure 16a, Run 331) had the strongest lapse
rates, and hence the lowest TIBls were found in this case.
BacKground levels of O"w were generally O.lm.s- l, increasing
to 0.25m.s- l within the TIBl, with even greater values near
the surface. The height of the TIBl never exceeded 600m, and
was observed to cause serious plume trapping. The highly
stable conditions evident in Type B-a resulted in a
flattened convex TIBl boundary. Strong differences from Type
A were evident in the lacK of a turbulent mixed layer over
the ocean, which in Type B-a only began at the coastline.
The sharpest 0" w gradient occurred at this point," with
changes in turbulence elsewhere in the TIBl being less
marKed. Due to its confined nature this is the most
vertically abrupt of the TIBl types.
B-b (Figure 16b, Run 401) behaved in a similar way to
B-a, except that turbulence in the TIBl was somewhat
and more widespread. This was caused by slightly
lapse rates, which allowed."a larger degree of
mixing and entrainment. Very evenly spread
Type
Type
higher
weaKer
vertical
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Figure 16: Turbulence (O'w in m.s- I) cross-sections for (II)
Run 331, Type 9-11 lind (b) Run 401, Type a-e.
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bacKground turbulence was revealed by U w values of about
O.15m.s1, with values in the TlBL of O.2m.s-1 to O.3m.s- 1.
The convex boundary of the TIBL exhibited a good spatial
definition, and reached a height of over 700m inland. A
common occurrence throughout all the data was the nature of
the increase in turbulence at the TIBl boundary. Near the
surface, U w underwent a step change, with a more gradual
transition at greater heights. This was due firstly to the
steep slope of the TIBl near the coast, and secondly to the
decreased intensity of turbulence away from the ground.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
the TIBL.
This study has examined
of the TIBl in order to
mesoscale structure. This
coverage using ground based
the length and height of
that
the meteorological characteristics
quantitatively define its typical
was achieved in a comprehensive
and airborne measurements over
This study has found
1) TlBLs were promoted under
strong insolation with clear sKies
surface temperature differences
land, supplying convective and
formation, and resulting in
gradients;
conditions of moderate to
or scattered cloud. Large
occurred· between sea and
conductive energy for TIBL
strong air temperature
2) Wind speeds in the TIBl were generally lower during more
stable conditions, and higher during well mixed conditions.
Speeds were significantly higher inland than at the coast
due to the persistence of low level stability near the
shore. The TIBL was located just above the height of the
wind speed maximum, and was well below the wind speed
minimum at the top of the sea breeze layer;
3) Wind direction of the
the coastline, becoming
onshore flow was
normal over the
usually oblique
land owing to
to
the
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Figure t7: Composite summary
meteorological characteristics of
schematic of
the TIBL.
selected
effects of frictional drag in the TIBL, and thermal
differences that cause the sea breeze. . These effects were
most pronounced near the surface, with wind direction
showing a greater tendency towards the gradient flow with
increased height;
4) Low level turbulence parameters showed a strong gradient
near the coastline, with a two to fivefold increase
occurring within the TIBL;
5) The shape of the TIBL was subject to flattening or
expansion under different conditions, but the general convex
form was maintained at all times. The sharpest· change in
TIBL characteristics tooK place in the first six Kilometres,
with the bulK of TIBL growth completed in the first fifteen
to twenty Kilometres;
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6) The growth and decay of the TIBl closely followed the
diurnal patterns of insolation, temperature and wind speed,
The TIBl grew rapidly in the late morning after developing
from earlier convective conditions, The TIBl height evened
out during the day, decreasing slowly in the afternoon and
more rapidly towards sunset;
TIBl due to warmer
Which allowed. greater
a consequent increase in
maximum relative humidity
the entrainment region, and
scattered cloud;
7) Relative humidity decreased in the
temperatures in the mixed layer,
uptake of evaporative moisture, and
specific humidity. The area of
delineated the TIBl boundary in
was associated with occasional
8) The structure of the TIBl was strongly influenced both by
the stability of the onshore flow and the presence or
absence of an initial mixed layer. The height of the TIBl
and the intensity of turbulence showed an inverse
relationship with lapse rate. least well defined TIBls of
the greatest vertical extent showed the highest degree of
mixing, possessing an initial neutral layer and weaK lapse
rates. TIBls occurring with stable onshore flow and strong
lapse rates experienced severely limited vertical
dispersion, with serious implications for air quality,
A composite summary schematic of the TIBl is given in Figure
17, illustrating the relative behaviour of the various
parameters with respect to the structure of the TIBL. The
eight cases of the TIBl examined in this study have outlined
both the range and the typical patterns of meteorological
variables that may be found, many of Which complement the
findings of other similar studies. Insight has also been
gained of the complex overlay of component features that
together comprise the TIBL.
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CHAPTER 3
THE MESOSCALE TURBULENT STRUCTURE
OF THE THERMAL INTERNAL BOUNDARY
LAYER
The mesoscale structure 01' turbulence in a Thermal Internal
Boundary layer (TIBl) was investigated by making use 01' an
instrumented light aircra1't 1'or measurements spanning the
length and Might 01' the TIBL. The TIBl developed from the
initially stable onshore 1'low as a neutral and slightly
unstable layer within the sea breeze, possessing regular
strong 1'luctuations 01' temperature and vertical wind speed.
The value of sensible heat flux Within the TIBl varied
greatly, but was strongly positive in the sur1'ace layer,
moderate to Slightly negative within the mixed layer, and
negligible outside the TIBL. Analysis of standard deviations
revealed a Similar magnitude of data in comparison between
the TIBl and the Convective Boundary layer, but the increase
in turbulence associated with the top of the latter was not
generally present. and instead a smooth decrease 01'
turbulence with non-dimensional height was 1'ound in the
TIBL.
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INTRODUCTION
Coastal areas encompass not only the interface between
marine and terrestrial surfaces, but also a zone in which a
complex meteorological environment is evolved. Emissions
from industries, petrochemical complexes. power stations and
nuclear facilities into the coastal atmosphere have raised
concern about the dispersion of air pollutants in these
areas. Of particular influence are effects such as the sea.
breeze circulation. and the development of the Thermal
Internal Boundary layer (TIBl). which result in strong
horizontal and vertical contrasts in turbulent diffusion
parameters.
The TIBl is formed under conditions of onshore flow due to
surface discontinuities of roughness and temperature. which
generate mechanical and thermal turbulence. The adjustment
of the atmosphere to the new conditions takes place most
rapidly near the shoreline and is more gradual further
inland. producing a characteristically convex shaped
boundary that separates the modified turbulent air from the
unmodified stable air aloft. The strong differences in
stability and turbulence between the two regions can
severely limit vertical dispersion in ·the TIBl, especially
near the coast, causing fumigation and plume trapping and a
consequent increase in ground level concentrations.
Initial TIBl studies evolved from both boundary layer work
and from research into coastal air quality and land and sea
breezes. with early contributions by Elliot (1958), Prophet
(1961) and Van der Hoven (1967). Numerous papers have
appeared on the complex fumigation phenomenon, including
Collins (1971), Lyons and Cole (1973) and Peters (1975).
Hore recently. large scale field stUdies of the TIBl have
taken place at Brookhaven (Raynor et et, 1979). Nanticoke
(Portelli, 1982: Kerman et aI, 1982) and at Kashimaura in
Japan (Gamo et et, 1982). Very few specific examinations of
the structure and dynamics of turbulence within the TIBl
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occur in the literature, especially at a scale covering the
entire TIBL. Much theoretical and practical worK on the
Convective Boundary Layer (CBL) has been applied to
turbulence in the TIBL, especially studies such as Wyngaard
et al (1971), Deardorff (1972), Kaimal et al (1976), Caughey
and Palmer (1979) and Nicholls and Readings (1979). Such
analyses of the TIBL have been performed at low· level near
the shore, and further inland using meteorological towers
and instrumented Kytoons, for example Echols and Wagner
(1972), Smedman and HCgstrcm (1983), Ogawa and Ohara (1985),
Ohara and Ogawa (1985) and ogawa et al (1985).
of
the
The purpose of this study is to undertaKe a
examination of the turbulent characteristics of the
is intended to detail the structure of various
parameters as observed in the field. by means
measurements spanning the length and height of
DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
Methodology
mesoscale
TIBL. It
turbulence
airborne
TIBL.
Figure 1 illustrates the location of the· study area on the
Atlantic coast, about 30Km to the north of Cape Town. The
shoreline is approximately linear with a NNW to SSE
alignment. The terrain slopes gently upward from the coast
to about 100m at 20Km inland, displaying little relief
except for a number of hills further to the south and north
of the study area. The land surface is mostly ploughed
wheatfields. with some grass and bush cover nearer the
shore. A number of small settlements and farms are found in
the region. and centrally located on the coastline is the
2000MW Koeberg nuclear power station.
Airborne
turbulence
thermistor
measurements of
were taKen using a
psychrometer and a
temperature.
light aircraft
miniaturised
humidity . and
mounted with a
quartz diaphragm
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figure t: location of
coastline showing
the study
aircraft
area
flight
on the
track
Southern
(broken
African
line).
transducer
measurements
pressure
approach
is
to
The
turbulence
similar
(1982), and
al (1979).
is
-for
al
et
et
adapted
Gamo
SethuRamanby
specially
1988). This
(1979) and
outlined
alet
(Comrie.
methodthe
Raynor
on
o-fthose
based
aircra-ft (Cessna 172) was -flown at a constant thrust' and
pitch angle, allowing it to be sensitive to vertical eddies
were
-from
taKing
itsel-f
thus
aircra-ft
path,
the
the general -flight
and response o-fmotionthe
maintaining
turbulence. Traverses across the study area
six preselected levels, exponentially spacedat
still
-flown
while
advantage o-f
to measure
152m to 1341m altitude, covering a horizontal distance o-f
about 20Km -from o-f-fshore to well inland (Figure 2). Three
vertical temperature pro-files were made prior to turbulence
measurements, one in the stable atmosphere over the sea and
two at distances further inland. An entire run tooK a little
over one hour, and was per-formed near midday when conditions
were changing least.
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Raw data' were read at 10Hz and recorded directly by computer
in the aircraft. Later analysis of the data revealed an
to provide integral values
the individual readings of
optimum response time
same figure arrived at
2HZ, after which
vertical velocity
SethuRaman
themethod,this
(1919). Data were
of 5 samples at
temperature and
al
turbulence . parameters
using
et
compute
seconds
to
0.5
in
used
of
were
processedthen
such as fluxes and standard deviations. Wind speed and
theodolitedoublewere obtained using
a site 6Km inland.
direction profiles
pibal tracKing from
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" .
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Figure 2: Aircraft flight plan for vertical profiles of
temperature (dotted line) and horizontal transects of
turbulence and temperature (solid line).
Scaling
Nicholls and Readings (1919) presented idealised limits of
validity for various types of scaling based on values of the
non-dimensional lengths z / z i and z / L. The data presented
here fell chiefly in the mixed layer, but because some of
the data fell in the free convection zone near the surface
it was decided to apply both mixed layer and surface layer
scaling to the data. The same approach was used to perform
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the similarity analysis in Ohara and Ogawa (1985). The value
of the friction velocity uJ( was approximated from the
relationship
where a has been shown to be very close to 1.3 for the first
few hundred metres of the boundary layer (Fiedler and
PanofsKy. 1972). A representative surface layer
of about 0.5m.s- 1 was obtained by three
value for U w
methods: from
downward extrapolation of the data; from the Koeberg
meteorological mast; and from other studies over similar
terrain.
0.4m.s- 1•
This resulted
a typical value
in a U J(
for 'the
value
terrain
of
and
approximately
wind speeds
concerned (Kaimal et et, 1976; Wyngaard. 1983). A fairly
close approximation of the surface heat flux GO (w'8'0) was
made from measurements of solar radiation (S) in the
relationship
Goft) = s.stt»
with A = 0.39 (Misra and ontock, 1982; VenKatram, 1986). The
resulting values for Go of around 300W.m-2 to 350W.m- 2 were
very characteristic of a hot summers day near noon (Betts,
1973; Carson, 1973; Caughey and Palmer, 1979; Andr-e, 1983).
Calculation of other surface and mixed layer parameters was
then performed.
TIBL height determination
The determination of TIBL height Z i was made largely from
horizontal profiles of potential temperature in a similar
fashion to Gamo et et (1982). The TIBL boundary was· taKen . as
the point where the temperature trace began to increase,
which usually coincided
fluctuations. Clarity was
with
occasionally
the onset
provided by
of large
reference
to the w'8' trace or the individual component traces. as
well as the available vertical temperature profiles. This
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turbulence
precise
far less
definitions
40X
with
than the
ofmeasurement
temperature and
than lOX (50m),
enabled a fairly
discrepancies between
of . TIBL height no more
quoted in Gamo (1982).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIQN
Flow characteristics
The field experiments were conducted during the late
southern summer in March and April of 1987. For this study
the results from one particular test period were used,
1 April 1987. On this day the weather was fair with a light
scattering of cumulus cloud inland. The synoptic surface
pressure gradient was weaK, resulting in generally light WNW
winds which became moderate WSW with the development of the
onshore sea breeze flow. Observations were made between
12h45 and 14h15, during which time solar radiation ranged
between 750W.m-2 and 950w.m-2, the' mean sea and land surface
temperatures were 15.80C and 37.900 respectively, and the
mean 10m air temperature was 220C. Table' 1 gives a number of
measured and calculated boundary layer parameters, showing
surface and mixed layer characteristics and the observed
TIBL height at selected distances inland.
Figure 3
individual
illustrates the
vertical profiles
wind
of
data, showing
wind speed and
mean and
direction,
taKen at roughly 10 minute intervals between 13h16 and
13h55. The bowed shape of the wind speed profile revealed
the characteristic influence of a sea breeze component, with
a maximum occurring at roughly 350m and a minimum at about
1500m. Wind speeds ranged from 5m.s-1 to 10m.s-1 in the
lower regions and were O.5m.s-1 to 3m.s-1 aloft, while above
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TABLE 1
(a) Boundary layer parameters at x=5900m
and (b) TIBL height (12h45 .. 14h15)
(a) •
°0
0.25 0.4
T* -L
0.625 19.13 1. 51 0.166
eo
293 8 5.5
(b)
x o 3 6 9 12 15 (krn)
:::0 130 410 490 580 680 (m)
• Units in appendix 3.1.
TIBl
I
315
•
ZZ5
WIll CIlI£ClI1ll (dog.)
6110 ._ _..... .. .
2110 I'
o-t-----r-----,.---..----..J
180
2&110
26110
22110
2000 C
~
1lOll )
... 16110 )~E
" 16110
<- ::::-~I
e 12110;;;
I 1000
lOll
15
TIBl
105
WIllI SI'EEIl (.......)
0+-------.-----.-------1
o·
26110,....,.-------------,
26110
2200
2000
1100
lOll
&OIl
6110
200
... 1 &OIl
E
" 16110
~
I
e 1200;;;
I 1000
Figure 3: Vertical wind profiles showing mean
direction (bold lines) and individual
lines). With the height of the TIBl
line).
wind speed and
profiles (feint
boundary (dotted
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1500m there was a layer of increasing wind speed
to the TIBl or the sea breeze component. resulting
prevailing gradient flow. The greatest variability in wind
speed was found. as expected, nearer the ground. while the
TIBl height was observed just above the wind speed maximum
(Zj = 410m). Ogawa er : al (1985) noted much the same effect
in relation to the TIBl in a laKe breeze.
The wind direction profile reflected a similar situation to
that above. with the influence of the sea breeze component
being displayed nearer the surface. Close to the surface,
wind direction was almost exactly perpendicular to the
shoreline (2500), matching the region of higher wind speeds.
while higher up above the TIBl. wind direction swung
gradually to a westerly gradient flow. This profile
illustrated the lacK of return flow aloft, while
highlighting the flow normal to the coast near the ground.
where wind direction remained roughly constant throughout
the TIBL
POT£lllW. T£lftllAlUIl
Figure 4 illustrates vertical profiles of potential
temperature. taKen over the sea and at : 6Km and 15Km inland
respectively. Onshore flow displayed a relatively constant
stable potential temperature profile of about O.005K.m-1
throughout the atmosphere. with no initial mixed layer
occurring near the surface. At 15Km inland the mixed layer
of the TIBl had reached a height of about 650m. displaying
slight instability of about -O.005K.m-1 in the lower regions
and more neutral stability further up. Above the TIBl the
stable layer persisted. although not as smooth in profile as
over the sea.
Figure 5 shows a cross-sectional profile of potential
temperatures in the TIBl constructed from horizontal
traverses. from which a characteristic pattern was
identified. The initial stable onshore flow was present.
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1'SOO -r-t- ------------~
B-b
1000
~
E
v
~
I
e
w
I
500
o+-r-rrT--.rT-rrT--.rT-rrT--,-ro-l
W U U u n m u ~ n 3 ~.
P01DI1IAL 1IIII'ERAlURE rC)
Figure 4:
. taken
line)
Vertical
over the
and 15km
profiles of potential
sea (solid line). and
inland (dot ted line).
temperature (oe)
at 6km (broken
upwards forming a region of well
with slightly stronger
inland, the height of
stability
the TIBl
near the surface. Further
increased from the ground
mixed air. Above this was
found the entrainment region, characterised by the first
undulations of the isotherms, where changes in potential
temperature originated. This transition zone between the
TIBl and unmodified air was denoted by a decrease in
although not yet neutral, compared to aloft where
formation. The TIBl boundary
the stable layer and the mixed
stability,
potential
unaffected
was thus
temperatures were
by boundary layer
found to lie between
horizontally consistent and
layer in the entrainment region, and was somewhat· irregular
in nature due to the intermittent nature of the temperature
changes. Also, the mean data used in this analysis indicated
at least fairly coarse scale entrainment wave formation of
the order of 10km in wavelength (see following section).
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figure 5: Cross-section
(oC) for Run 401.
of potential temperature pattern
F"igure 6 depicts the instantaneous potential temperature and
vertical velocity fluctuations at different heights and
distances downwind. The fluctuations in the temperature
trace were of the least magnitude and frequency over areas
nearer the coast and also with increased altitude. and were
evenly spaced, while higher up,
the TIBL. they were more
Wavelengths of the variations
of the order of 500m.
greatest further inland
fluctuations outside the
actual
whereas
were relatively frequent and
especially near the top of
irregular and intermit tent.
potential temperature werein
nearer the surface. Temperature
ranged from -O.loC to O.loC.
were -O.40 C to O.40 C. with
corresponding increase. Closer
TlBL
TIBL
and
the
showing a
fluctuationsthe
withinvalues
ground
temperatures
theto
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Figure 6: Instantaneous potential temperature
vertical velocity (tlm.s-1) fluctuations
flight levels showing turbulence outside
TIBl.
(to.50C)
for the
and within
and
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Similar patterns can be seen in the vertical velocity traces
where turbulence-induced variations in the vertical wind
speed were also greatest
with decreased values at
both inland and nearer
greater heights as well
the surface.
as over the
sea. Within the TIBL. values of w varied between -O.4m.s- l
and O.4m.s-\ while outside the TlBL this range decreased to
-O.2m.s- l and O.2m.s- l . The patterns of intermittent
turbulence noted above were more noticeable in the w trace
than in the temperature trace. Downward variations in
temperature were more damped than the corresponding motions
for w. a phenomenon noted also in Lumley and PanofsKy
(1964). F"airly strong cycles or changes in vertical wind
speed occurred inside the TIBL. and were most regular nearer
the surface, with intermittent patches of turbulence near
the upper boundary of the TlBL. In the unmodified air
outside the TIBL relatively uniform patterns of bacKground
. turbulence were present. Observations of the relative
behaviour of the T and w traces seem to indicate that
positive updrafts were largely associated with temperature
increases,. and vice versa for downdrafts. which resulted in
a generally positive heat flux relationship.
Fluxes
IlAY flUX
F"igure 1 shows an example of raw sensible heat flux data,
taKen at 152m. This trace is illustrative of the variations
experienced, and shows the minimal sensible heat flux that
occurred outside the TIBL as well as the far greater
increases and decreases encountered upon entering the TIBL.
BacKground levels of heat flux were below O.Olm.s'-I.K-1 and
increased as much as tenfold in the TIBL. Similar. behaviour
in vertical profiles of heat flux were found in Smedman and
Hegstrom (1983) and in Ogawa et et (1985). Observation of
the mean heat flux (F"igure 8) for the same data clearly
illustrates the above increases (calculated values are 25
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There was a definite tendency to a
positive heat flux within the TIBl. although smaller scale
variations and some degree of stable stratification in the
atmosphere gave rise to regions of negative heat flux. Hean
0.20
0.15
0.10
,....
I 0.05
:.:
I
.. 0.00
E
'-'
~ -0.05
~
-0.10
-0.15
-0.20
-4 0 4 8
FETCH (km)
12 16 20
Figure 7: Horizontal profile
from 152m, illustrating
boundary.
of raw
increased
sensible heat
heat flux at
flux
the
data
TlBl
heat flux values showeq
above. from O.OOlm.s- I.K-!
increases of the same
up to 0.02m.s- l.K;-1 .
order as
data exhibited
a cross-section
mean heat flux
Figure 9 is
isopleths of
profiles. The
and vertical variation over
of the sampling area showing
compiled from the horizontal
a large degree of .horizontal
the times and distances
measured.
heat flux
a region
Apparent from
in the lower
of alternate
the diagram was a region of
150m (surface layer). above
positive and negative heat
stronger
which was
fluxes of
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figure 8:
15Zm,
Horizontal profile
showing variation
of
of
mean
heat
sensible heat
flux within the
flux at
TIBL.
varying
large
strengths (mixed layer).
areas of gentle upward or
Within
downward
this
flUX,
region
Which
were
were
interspersed with smaller pocKets of more intense activity
such as the convective elements at 4Km and 12Km where both
the
and
in
greater heights.
The mean heat
clarity
At
present.
great
extended measurement
positive.
tolead
stronglybothwereW'and
bacKground levels close to zero were
flux analysis did not
definition of the Tiel. although· an
T'
averaging time would have improved this to some extent.
However, a clearer picture of the TIeL boundary was obtained
by considering only the magnitudes or absolute values of
mean heat flux (Figure 10). A feature noted in both diagrams
was the dampening effect of the stronger marine stability at
low level in the onshore flow near the coast, which
persisted a little way inland until eroded by surface
heating and turbulence. The height of the TieL as reflected
in the latter analysis seemed to be higher than that of the
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Figure 9: Patterns of mean sensible heat flux (m.s- l.K-l)
for Run 401.
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Figure '0: Patterns of the absolute mean sensible heat flux(m.s-l.K-l) for Run 401.
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more conventional definitions, perhaps due to a more gradual
decrease of heat flux when averaged across the entrainment
region such as the effect of the thermal convection near
4Km.
It was evident from the above that, even over periods of 10
minutes up to an hour or more, the patterns of heat flux in
the TIBl were not as simple and constant as might have been
expected. Although greater variations in temperature and
vertical velocity
necessarily follow
occurred
that a
within the
net positive
TIBl, it
heat flux
did
was
not
found
1500
• 15Km
• 12Km
A 9Km
o 6Km
o 3Km
.0. OKm
1000
'"'E
.......
I-
:I:
o
i::i
:I:
500
0.0180.0140.010-0.002 0.002 0.006
w'O' (m.s-1 .K- t )
O+--.-.----.-.,----!-.,----,r--.---,r--.-r----.---r----.--------t
"';0.01 0 -0.006
Vertical
for a
profiles
range of
of mean
downwind
sensible heat flux
distances.
throughout the TIBL This applied particularly to the mixed
region above the superadiabatic surface layer, where
relative increases in stability caused small negative heat
fluxes. rigure 11 illustrates a number of vertical profiles
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Figure 12: Normalised heat
dimensionalised lloundary
flux as
layer
a function
height.
of non-
of heat flux for a range of downwind distances. Values were
largely positive close
With height due to
to the surface, diminishing rapidly
the stability structure of the
atmosphere, Which possessed a superadiabatic layer near· the
ground With neutral and slightly stable layers above. Small
negative values of heat flux were associated with a relative
increase in stability, and were not necessarily associated
With the entrainment region (Caughey and Palmer, 1979). This
was not as apparent at heights somewhat higher than the
TIBl, where heat flux evened out around zero. figure 12
shows these same data normalised by surface heat flux (00)
and TIBl height (Zil, with curves and data ranges from other
studies (lensChow, 1970; Deardorff 1972; Caughey and Palmer,
1979; Nicholls and Readings, 1979; Ohara and Ogawa, 1985;
Ogawa et et, 1985). As was evident from the above
discussion, a smooth heat flux profile with only small
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negative values of heat flux were
became positive below Z / Z j = 0.5.
agreement with those of Kaimal et
generally neutral TIBL.
heat flux profile, with
of greater instability
unstable
region
T~s gave a da~pened
values only increasing
nearer the ground.
f'ound at Z/Zj = I, which
The data were in fair
81 (1976) and Nicholls and
a little less than those
studies tooK place under
the present data were
but
above
while
to
The
close
conditions,
(1985).
and
al
a
the
in
(1979),
et
to
the
effect
in
Readings
of Ogawa
generally
collected
Also, the
possessed a
the generally
strong
large
smaller
superadiabatic layer at
surface heat flUX, which
values of 0/00 in the
the surface
contributed to
TIBL.
IOlIlT\ll flUX
concurrentAlthough
velocity
no
(u') were
measurements
available, conclusions
of horizontal
drawn from
wind
the
variations in W data, and the available u data from pibals,
suggest that the momentum flux or shear stress u'w' displays
similar patterns to those
greatest interaction between
the surface in the TIBL, and
flux is thus expected to
identified in other studies. The
these variables took place near
decreased with height. Momentum
be consistent with results from
other authors as well as displaying patterns of a similar
nature to the present heat flux data.
standard deviations
POl£lllVt lIlI'UA11I£
Figure 13 is an example of a horizontal cross-section of O'T
at 152m (calculation period of 50 seconds). It illustrates
the typical increase in temperature variations within the
TIBL, with bacKground values of less than O.loC and values
within the TIBL of up to 0.40C. Considerable horizontal
variation in O'T was found to exrst, with some areas showing
'far greater thermal activity than others in close proximity.
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Figure 13: Horizontal
temperature at
profile
152m.
of the standard deviation of
Figure 14 is a cross-section showing the patterns of (7T in
the study region. The conventional TI8l pattern was at once
evident, although perturbations introduced by persistent low
level stability
thermal activity
profile a few
typical of all
near the coast interacting
near 4Km caused the doubling bacK
Kilometres inland. This type of
regions of the TI8l boundary,
with strong
of the (7T
pattern was
due to the
continual adjustments to changes in the flow characteristics
which 'caused it to have a pulsating and undulating nature.
In general, the standard deviations of potential temperature
were, as for other parameters, greatest inland and nearer
the surface, and least at higher altitudes and towards the
sea.
for
Atmospheric
turbulent
stability and
and thermal
its effect
differences
on the potential
Within the TI8l
particularly influenced (7T. The entrainment region was not
clearly seen in the above analysis, although the relatively
contorted patterns of (7T occurred as a result of convective
overshooting in the entrainment region. TI8l heights eVident
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Figure 14: Cross-sectional patterns of Or (0C) for Run 401.
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500
from the analysis compare favourably with· those derived from
turbulence data and temperature er-ornee.
Figures 15 and 16 show the ncn-cimenetcnat plots of 0r/8.
and Or/r•. Data were taken from the same range of heights
and distances downwind as in the foregoing heat flux
discussion. Mixed layer scaling by 8. provided a good fit to
the data, while r. scaling for the sur-eace layer was
predictably not all e1'1'ective. A number of lltudies have
indicated increased
in the 8. case
1980) while others
deviations and variability
(Caughey and Palmer, 1979;
have indicated a more
near Z/Zj = 1
Sun and Ogura,
gradual' decrease
with height. A
apparent 1'rom
to scatter, and
lllight increase in 0r/8. near Z/Zj = 1 was
the data, although it was quite pOllsibly due
in any caee not nearly as lltrong as for the
CBl. The data 1'ollowed a very similar pattern to that 1'ound
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by a number of other authors (Wyngaard et et, 1911;
Deardorff. 1972; Ohara and Ogawa. 1965; Ogawa et et, 1985)
which indicated a more simple curve that decreased with non-
dimensional height. It would thus seem as though the strong
increase in turbulence near z / Z i = is limited to the top
of the eBL only, while turbulence within the TIBL showed
less variability at this height and decreased more regularly
with altitUde. Data values compared well with those
presented in the above studies. and were of the same
magnitude as both TIBL and eBL data. Similar comparisons for
the T * case revealed reasonable similarities between the
present data and the results of Deardorff (1972). but were
well below the data collected over the sea by Nicholls and
Readings (1979) and the low level data of Ohara and Ogawa
(1985). While the lacK of near surface data below z / z i = 0.2
prohibited a complete comparison. the shape of the curve
showed the same smooth decrease with height. which further
suggested a difference between the non-dimensional profiles
of temperature-related turbulence in the eBL and the TIBL.
YEtTM:AL WID KLOCIlY
Figure 11 is an example of a horizontal (7w profile. taKen at
213m. The trace shows the strong increase in turbulence
associated With the TIBL. Which rose from 0.13m.s-1 to about
0.25m.s-1 across the TIBL boundary (calculation period of 50
seconds). Variations of vertical turbulence within the TIBl
were more horizontally consistent than those of temperature.
while the magnitude of the increase across the interface
became diminished and more gradual at greater altitudes.
Figure 16 shows the (7w cross-section of the study area, from
which the characteristic shape 0" the TIBl can be
identi.,ied. The boundary 0" the TIBl was curved and Slightly
irregular, and displayed the same small region of diminished
turbulence associated with the persistence of low level
stability. The entrainment region was identified with a band
of intermediate level turbulence which was subject to
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Figure 17: Horizontal profile of the standard deviation of
vertical velocity (m.s- l) at 213m.
occasional patches of strong or mild turbulence. Due to the
intense nature of thermal upcurrents, sharp changes in
vertical velocities were found within tens of metres of each
variations
variations
smoothing
mecnarucat 18
mixed
the
longer
can be
Figure
no
fully
out by
In
the
are
in
evened
levels.
while
were
larger
thoseat
scale
the TIBl.
contrasts
although
of
present
small
these
edge
these
the
of
to
many of
turbulence
due
towards
below
bulk
visible
the
other
layer
seen, for example the turbulence associated with the thermal
upcurrent at x = 4km. Caughey and Palmer (1979) mentioned
the observed finite value of the standard deviation above
Z j. and its association with entrainment and with internal
waves of 5 to 10 minute periods at higher altitUdes.
Examination of the O'w cross-section revealed the likely
presence of this type of activity. which was also noted
earlier in the discussions on instantaneous fluctuations and
potential temperature. This 0'w analysis also provided a good
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potential
temperature parameters, and is an important factor when
considering the actual behaviour and vertical dispersion of
air pollutants in the coastal zone.
1 500 T---,-------,----,-------.:------,
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Figure 18: Cross-sectional patterns of CT W (m.s-1) for Run401.
The profile of CTW/iJ
considered here due to
(turbulent intensity) has not been
the overexaggerated effects of the
uneven wind speed profile caused by sea breeze penetration,
which effectively diminished turbulent intensity in the
TIBL. There is thus little merit in comparing these data
with those from the CBL, which is characterised by an almost
constant logarithmic wind
in turbulent Intensity
profile
near the
and a consequent
surface. This
increase
explanation
concurs with that in Ogawa et
behaviour was found in a laKe
81 (1985), where comparable
breeze. The relationships of
CT.,,/U. and CT.,,/W. to non-dimensional height Z/Zi are shown in
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Figure 19:
layer
height.
text).
Vertical profiles
scaling (u *) as
Curves indicate
of O"w
a function
data from
normalised by surface
of non-dimensionalised
other authors (see
Figures 19 and 20, with the associated curves
indicating results from other authors. The data points
were obtained from the same set of downwind distances and
heights as used previously. Contrary to the heat flux data,
the surface layer scaling by u* was a much better fit than
the mixed layer scaling by w*, The u* data followed a
similar pattern to the TIBL data presented in Ohara and
Ogawa (1985), although values were roughly half of the
latter which were collected near the surface. In terms of
magnitude, the data were similar to those of investigators
concerned with the . CBL (Deardorff, 1972; Nicholls ·and
Readings, 1979), although not showing the more bowed pattern
usually associated
generally smooth
with the CBL, and instead displaying the
decrease of turbulence with height that
seems to be typical of the TIBL. This echoes the earlier
comments regarding the different profiles of turbulence
found in the two boundary layers.
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The values obtained
studies (Willis and
from w. scaling were lower than other
Deardorff, 1914; Caughey and Palmer,
1919; Sun and Ogura, 1980; Ohara and Ogawa, 1985; Ogawa et
aI, 1985), although the latter data taKen at the same scale
in the TIBl were in fairly good agreement in the upper half
of the TIBl, while the Ohara and Ogawa (1985) results taKen
at a smaller scale in the TIBl were conversely much greater.
It should be borne in mind that the CBl data are centred
0.60.4
WD Willis and Deardorff (1914)
CP Caughey and Palmer (1919)
SO Sun and Ogura (1980)
o Ogawa e t a1 (1985)
0.2
••
•t:
•
• •
•
••
•
•
••
•
............... ~ :-_~~ _..-
• CP
•
0.4
0.2
0.0 L-~--,c----,-----=:::~~===:~.....,....--J
0.0
2.6
2.4
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
N- 1.4
'\
N 1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
Figure 20:
scaling
height.
text).
Vertical
(w.)
Curves
profiles
as a
indicate
of 0' W normalised. by mixed layer
function of non-dimensionalised
data from other authors (see
around a free convection prediction and, considering the
earlier cemment.s on enhanced stability, that convective
activity wall not necellsarily all well developed all in the
CBl, even though the TIBl formed a mixed layer. Few data and
no predictionll existed for regionll higher than z / z i = 1. The
obllerved valuell of 0.1 to 0.2 fell in the expected range,
and were of similar value to the small amount of other data
available.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has examined the mesoscale turbulence structure
o'f the TIBl under conditions o'f stable onshore 'flow.
Airborne measurements spanning the length and height o'f the
TIBl were made, 'from which a detailed analysis o'f selected
'flow characteristics, 'fluxes and standard deviations' was
per'formed. From the data considered, this study has 'found
that:
1) Wind pro'files o'f speed and direction displayed a strong
sea breeze in'fluence. The TIBl was located slightly higher
than the wind speed maximum, and was associated with the
layer o'f relatively constant wind direction 'found near the
sur'face.
and unstable layer 'from
Stability persisted alo'ft
region at the upper
changes in temperature
Z) The TIBl developed as a neutral
the initially stable onshore 'flow.
but decreased in the entrainment
boundary o'f the TIBl, where the 'first
occurred.
3) The TIBl was characterised by increased values and
variations in temperature and vertical velocity, the latter
exhibiting the greater clarity. Fluctuations were most
regular near the sur'face, and became intermittent higher up
in the entrainment region. The behaviour o'f all raw and
calculated values was subject to dampening under conditions
o'f increased stability.
4) Sensible heat 'flux was minimal outside the TIBl, and
slightlY negative in its upper regions. Further below, a
convoluted deeper layer o'f more moderate heat'flux than 'found
in the CBL was 'formed, which was subject to penetration by
thermal convective elements. A lot o'f variation in heat 'flux
occurred in the mixed layer, and a slightly negative bias' to
the normalised data was 'found. These were attributed to the
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relatively neutral stability, in contrast to the unstable
surface layer where heat flux was strongly positive.
5) Patterns of qr were complex and particularly susceptible
to the influence of stability and - convective motions, with
the greatest values occurring in the TIBl. In contrast to
the Cel, qr in the
dimensional height, with
Tiel decreased smoothly with non-
generally larger levels and only a
marginal increase in turbulence near z / z i = 1.
6) The Tiel was denoted by strong increases in qw' patterns
of whiCh displayed close
height. The upper boundary
change to moderate values
agreement with the observed TIBl
of the Tiel was associated with a
of qw' which resulted from the
of the TIBl exhibited low values
the entrainment region.intermittent turbulence of
dimensionalised qw profiles
for mixed layer scaling,
while surface layer scaling
other data. Both profiles
CBl profile in shape, and
partly attributed to
Non-
stability,
This analysis of the mesoscale turbulent structure of the
TIBl has highlighted many similarities found in both small
scale turbulent studies and in larger scale studies of the
CeL. However, certain features were particularly
characteristic of the TIBL. A complex turbUlent structure
denoted by a variety of parameters has been shown to
develop, as relatively stable marine air becomes modified to
a well mixed layer over the land.
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CHAPTER 4
AN EVALUATION OF THERMAL INTERNAL
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS
The per'formance o'f eight selected Thermal Internal Boundary
layer (TIBl) height equations was tested against a recently
collected independent data set, and evaluated by means o'f
statistical summary and difference measures. The equations
of Plate (1971), Steyn and OKe (1982) and Garno et et (1983)
displayed the best overall performance, and were
collectively ranKed in highest position. These equations
were theoretically derived 'from mixed-layer thermodynamics,
and made direct use o'f a heat 'flux parameter. They possessed
a high degree o'f accuracy, with low mean and model-oriented
errors, and biases close to zero. Also well ranKed was the
empirical equation of Raynor et et (1975), which had a high
potential accuracy, but which resulted in a greater
variability of actual prediction. In general, the TIBl
height predictions slightly underestimated both the gradient
and height of the TlBLUn
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INTRODUCTION
The increase in the number of air pollution sources located
in shoreline environments has led to concern regarding air
quality in these areas. The complex meteorology found in
coastal regions has prompted the development of disperion
models for planning and regulatory purposes. as well as for
high dosage and emergency response forecasts. Hodels of this
nature have been designed on a numerical, statistical and
similarity basis (Lyons and Cole, 1913: SChuh. 1915; Anthes,
1918; Dobosy, 1919; Van Dop et et; 1919; Hisra, 1980;
Kerman, 1982). and taKe into account a wide range of
specialised meteorological factors, including effects such
as the mesoscale transport of pollutants under sea breeze or
gradient wind conditions, and the possible extent of any
fumigation zones.
An important characteristic under these circumstances is the
formation of the Thermal Internal Boundary Layer (TIBL),
which arises from an adjustment of the airflow to the
changes in surface roughness and temperature that occur at
the coastline. During conditions of onshore flow the TIBL is
present as a convex mixed layer that increases in depth with
distance inland. capped by a stable inversion layer. The
juxtaposition of the modified and unmodified air results in
the adjacent location of two entirely different dispersion
regimes. within which pollutant behaviour differs greatly.
Pollutants emitted into the TlBL are subject to limited
vertical diffusion, especially near the shore, while
emissions into the stable layer at higher levels may travel
a considerable distance downwind with relatively little
diffueion before fumigation eceur-e upon intereecting the
TIBL (figure 1). Naturally. thie nae serious . implications
for the prediction of ground level and elevated
concentrations. maKing it important for modele to include a
module based on an accurate TIBL height formulation.
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.
.
:
Onshore Flow
.
.
< :
...
.>, •
.. .
--:
...
..0 .:
...
w.
"':
Figure 1: Schematic
conditions during
o-f
stable
TIBl -formation
onshore -flow.
and -fumigation
Many 0" the TIBL height prediction "ormulae were developed
in parallel with theoretical and empirical studies (an
outline 0" their development appears in the next section).
and "ew attempts have been made to independently assess
their relative operational per"ormance using other data
sets. An
SethuRaman
Brookhaven
important contribution
(1985) who evaluated
(Raynor et et, 1979)
was made by Stunder and
six TIBL equations using the
and Kashimaura (Gamo et et,
1982) databases. which possessed the complete sets 0"
necessary input data. Some comments and examinations 0" data
and equations were also made in Hsu (1986) and Venkatram
(1986). Comparisons 0" predicted and observed data readily
lend themselves to statistical evaluation. about which an
extensive body 0" literature is in existence. Applications
0" statistics to meteorology and model evaluation have been
made by Panofsky and Brier (1968). and more specifically by
fox (1981). Willmott (1982) and Hanna (1983).
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It is the intention of this study to maKe use of a recently
collected set of independent data to perform a comparative
statistical evaluation of the performance of the TIBL height
prediction equations. This will allow an assessment of their
relative accuracy. . sensitivity. applicability and potential
for adaptation.
DEVELOPMENT OF" TIBL EQUATIONS
Evaluation formulae
Although the TlBL height formulae can. as with most
research, along theoretical or empirical
lines. a number of streams of thOUght exist in the
literature on TIBL equations (Figure 2). Only the salient
points with regard to operational usage of each equation are
highlighted in the outline below, While for more detailed
1950
1960
THEORETI9AL BASIS
I
Ogura (1950)
I
Elliot (1958)
EMPIRICAL BASIS
I
1970
1980
Van der Hoven (1967)
I Plate (1971)
Raynor et a/ (1975)Peters (1975)
Venkatra~ (1977)weisman (1976)
Van Dop (1979) ~ - - ~
Misra (1980) Steyn and Oke (1982)
I Garro et a/ (1983) .f- -+ Lyons et al (1983)
Hsu (1986) L- - - - - - .... Venkatram (1986)
Figure 2: Flow
illustrating
overlap of
diagram
main
ideas
of the
research
(broken
development
streams
lines).
of TIBl equations
(Solid lines) and
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derivations reference can be made
authors or in some cases to Stunder
either to the original
and SethuRaman (1985).
In early worK on boundary layers Elliot (1958) derived an
internal boundary layer equation applicable for small fetch,
essentially the same as that of oaur-a (1950). In it was
recognised the power dependence of internal boundary layer
height on fetch, and the role of wind speed. stability and
surface roughness. although the early equations made use of
the unsatisfactory concept of eddy diffusivity which was
avoided by later modellers. The first formulation that
specifically dealt with the TIBL was that of Van der Hoven
(1967). This empirical equation was presented graphically
and was derived to fit the data of Prophet (1961) with the
general form:
( 1)
where
n = TIBL height (m )
x = Distance inland (-fetch) from shore (m)
u = Mean wind speed in TIBL (m .5- 1 )
~e = Vertical difference in potential temperature" within
overwater surface inversion layer (K).
first parameterisations of wind
suffered from dimensional
important feature of this
the square-root dependency
adopted in all other TIBL
Equation (I) contained the
speed and stability. but
inhomogeneity. Nevertheless an
equation was the recognition of
on fetch, which has since been
height prediction "formulae.
formulations was
derived the
evolving
following
Although the development of other
simultaneously. Raynor et at (1975)
relationship of a similar style
physical and dimensional reasoning:
to equation (1) from
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n = .!LJt • (X. , Tl - T It'J ) 1/2
ul0 P
where
u. = Land surface friction velocity (m.s- I )
ul0 = Mean wind speed near surface. (m.s- I )
TL = Land surface temperature (K)
Tit' = Water surface temperature (K)
p = Overwater potential temperature lapse rate (K.m- I ) .
86
(2)
This somewhat more sophisticated approach incorporated an
allowance for surface roughness in the drag coefficient
relative measure of
U,/UIO' as
temperatures
well
as a
as including the .difference
heat flux.
in
As
surface
in most
other formulae the initial lapse rate of the whole layer of
onshore flow was used as a better indication of stability
than the surface difference employed by Van der Hoven
(1967).
VenKatram (1977) derived essentially the same equation on
theoretical grounds from mixed layer theory. of the format:
n = .!LJt. (2. I T, - TIt'~) I /2
n p.[1-2n
where
F = An entra i nment fract i on.
(3)
As a result of its mixed layer derivation, this model
included the mean mixed layer wind U rather than the surface
wind speed UIO' and the entrainment parameter 2/1-2F. while
the surface temperature term was treated as a heat flux
parameterisation. Equation (3) assumed that the TIBL was
stratification has
both buoyant and well-mixed,
sometimes been
although
found to
a
be
degree
present
of
in
wind speed and temperature profiles (Comrie, 1988).
In an alternative approach, Plate (1971) made the first use
of mixed layer theory to estimate the height of the TIBL and
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obtained a slightly different result. Using the worK of Ball
(1960) on the Convective Boundary Layer (CBL), Plate (1971)
directly incorporated a heat flux term and. the stability of
the capping inversion layer, and obtained:
h = ( 4.H~ )1/2
p.cp.{J.u (4)
where
HO = Surface heat flux over land (w.m- 2)
p = Density of air (=1.2.103g.m- 3)
cp = Specific heat at constant pressure (=1.008J.g-l. K- l ) .
The major difference in equation (4) was the direct use of
heat flux HO. which is difficult to obtain for the bulk of
meteorological observations. The difficulties with
stratification mentioned above also apply.
Peters (1975) performed a theoretical energy balance
derivation which resulted
the predicted TIBL. This
relationship but included
in a straight line
formulation lacKed
both heat flux in
boundary for
the half-power
the numerator
and suri'ace temperature differences in the denominator. Its
application was intended mainly for small x as the monotonic
increase in predicted TIBL height precluded the tendency
towards an equilibrium height at large distances inland. A
number oi' adaptations were made to Peters (1975) equation in
Weisman
outlined:
(1976) where the following relationship was
h = ( 2.H~ )1/2
p.Cp.{J.u (5)
behaviour which
of the TIBL It
usual square root
i'ormula as Plate
This was a parabolic
recovered
resulted
extension
the more
in the same
to the str'aight line
shape
(1971)
except i'or the coei'i'icient in the numerator being halved.
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Gamo et al (1983) also followed mixed layer theory. and made
use of worK on urban heat islands modified for the coastal
atmosphere. An equation very similar to that of Weisman
(1976) was derived, - but with the incorporation of an
entrainment factor as follows:
n = (Z. [1 +2F] HQ. x) 1/2
P.cp.P.u (6)
A fuJI set of model equations was presented that allowed for
both the distance and time dependence of the mixed layer. as
well as for the prediction of certain variables downwind.
The model was developed in conjunction with the Kashimaura
data base, against which it was tested.
Steyn and OKe (198Z) presented a model of the depth of the
daytime mixed layer at the coast with similar provisions for
the time and distance dependance of mixed layer height. This
mathematical model was also based on the thermodynamic
mixed-layer approach, and the resulting equation for TIBL
height showed only minor differences to equation (6) above.
TIBL height was expressed as:
h = h s+(2.[I+F).Ha..2!)'/Z
P.Cp.p.u
where
h s = Depth of the surface layer (m).
( 7)
The inclusion of surface layer depth stemmed from a more
precise consideration of the mixed layer as starting some
distance above the surface, while differences in derivation
caused a small change in the entrainment parameter.
Lyons et al (1983) extended the mixed layer concept by
parameterising the heat flux term as a sinusoidal function
dependent on time of day and solar insolation. This was an
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attempt to circumvent the practical difficulties in
measuring HO which resulted in the form:
h= hO+ (2.y.Hc.sin£lf.tsLQLJ)I/2 .(x-Xo)N
p.cp.p.u (8)
where
hO = Initial TIBL depth (m)
T = Solar insolation factor (between 0 and 1.0 for
negl igible to strong insolation)
Hc = 272W.m- 2 = 20l of solar constant (Anthes, 1978)
If = (in radians. alternatively 180')
t s = Time since sunrise (hrs)
DL = Length of day (hrs)
Xo = Correction distance for change in TIBL shape (m)
N = Variable exponent.
data of Lyons et al
observations tend to
in other formulations.
0.61 - from the limited
However, both theory and
a value of 0.5 as employed
addition of the
as allowing. -for
characterised by
Also included was
a best fit of
This formulation was the first to specifically include the
initial mixed layer where necessary. as well
correction distance if the coastline was
more than one change in surface roughness.
a variable exponent of x which resulted in
(1983).
support
Equation (8) can thus be rewritten in the same form as the
previous equations with a single half-power exponent.
Other approaches and comments
Two recent formulae have adopted completely different
approaches. Hsu
Hisra (1980)
(1986) i'ol1owed
and simplified
Van
all
Dop
the
et al
physics
(1979)
oi'
and
the
relationship into a standard simple format of the type:
n = Ax1/2 (9)
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where th~ coe-f-ficient A was determined theoretically or -from
a best -fit to empirical data. Hsu (1986) using a small data
set -from France. Sweden and .Japan -found A = 1.91 t 0.38. but
somewhat larger values as high as 5.7 (Misra and ontock,
1980) have been -found elsewhere. The large range of this
factor maKe it -fairly site and situation speci-fic. and
better suited to local empirical validation. VenKatram
(1986) avoided describing the TIBL height itself. and
eclipsed any use o-f terms such as heat flux by considering
only the equilibrium height o-f the TIBL and the distance
inland at which it was reached. This equates to the height
of the inland mixed layer (CBL). of which it is currently
possible to maKe reliable predictions ~ or relatively easy
measurements. The TlBL curve is then calculated to this
height in the following manner:
(10)
where
n e = Equil ibrium height (m)
L = Relaxation distance (L = Bn e• B = empirically derived
constant).
Estimates of B are at present unavailable in the literature.
although typical proportions seem to suggest a value of
around 25. Both equations (9) and (10) hold promise for
engineering and operational usage due to the minimal amount
of sophisticated meteorological data required as input.
Many of the foregoing equations have common drawbacKs. The
use of a constant entrainment parameter F is debatable. but
given the present poor understanding of entrainment
dynamics. the best operational estimate is the commonly used
value of 0.2 (eg. TenneKes. 1973; venkatr-am, 1977; Gamo et
a1. 1983). Fortunately. most formulations are relatively
insensitive to changes in F (VenKatram. 1977; Steyn and OKe.
1982). The assumption of constant heat flux or surface
temperature di-f-ference in the horizontal. although resulting
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in asymptotic behaviour. does not result in a final
equilibrium height as is frequently observed in practice
(Stunder and setnuaaman, 1965). Also. as mentioned earlier,
assumptions of constant vertical profiles are not always
satisfied, although their theoretical structure has been
experimentally verified in the laboratory (DeardOrff et et,
1969). Many of the TIBL predictions possess another
operational problem due to the presence of fJ in the
denominator, namely the singularity of the solution as 13 - 0
in the presence of near neutral lapse rates.
EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND AND EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Data acquisition
The database used in this study consisted of a range of TIBL
measurements taKen as part of a field study over a coastal
area 30Km to the north of Cape Town, near the tip of the
Southern African subcontinent (Figure 3). The shoreline was
approximately linear with a NNW to SSE alignment. The
terrain sloped gently upward from the coast to about 100m at
20Km inland, displaying little relief apart from a few small
hills further to the south and north of the study area.
Ground cover was mostly ploughed wheat fields, with some
grass and bush areas nearer the coast. There were a number
of small settlements and farms in the region, with the
2000MW Koeberg nuclear power station centrally located on
the shoreline.
Data were collected via both airborne and surface
measurements in a similar fashion to that collected at
BrooKhaven and Kashimaura (ibid.); An instrumented light
aircraft provided information on temperature, humidity.
turbulence and heat flux at different levels while surface
temperatures, wind data, insolation and acoustic sounder
traces were recorded on the ground. A more complete
description of the experimental method may be found in
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,
Study Area
•RondeKu II
Airfield
~
0 5 '0 15 km
I I I I
on the Southern African
location (dots) and
line).
--€)-rR~C~--<J
f\.. \ G'r\T ..;.-- Phi 'adelphia
~
Farm
5
l ..J....L...JL....1-L --J. --' ......I16030'E
5lr~
Atlantis
ATLANTIC
OCEAN
Figure 3: Location of the study area
coastline showing instrument
aircraft flight track (broken
Comrie (1988). The
largely '1'rom the
turbulent '1'luctuations
determination
horizontal
and heat
0'1' TIBl
pro'1'i1es
'1'lux. with
height was made
0'1' temperature.
re'1'erence where
necessary to
acoustic sounder
the vertical
trace. It was
temperature pro'1'iles
thus possible to '1'ix
and
the
the
TIBl
boundary '1'airly precisely
'1'rom Which Observed TIBl
at numerous
heights were
positions downwind.
determined at lKm
intervals inland '1'rom the shore. The method 0'1' collection
'1'or the variables and constants in the various TIBl
equations is provided in Table 1. A full tabulation 0'1' the
corresponding data values can be '1'ound in Appendix 4.1.
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TABLE I
Input parameters and methods of data aquisition
Parameter Method
F
HO = 0.395 (Misra and OniocK, 1962:
VenKatram, 1966) where 5 = -sc t ar
insolation from radiometer measurements
Overwater aircraft temperature profiles
Overwater aircraft temperature profiles
Pilot balloon wind profiles
10m meteorological masts
Direct land surface thermistor readings
Direct surf zone and water surface readings
Overwater aircraft profiles of temperature
and turbulence
0.4m.s- l from aircraft and surface
measurements
0.2 (see text)
Statistical methods
evaluation
general affirmation by
of additional comments
meteorological
received
number
a
of
and
Both
made
(1961),
who
modifications.
try Fox
(1962),
statisticalthe
Willmott
and
proposed
formethodology
models was
standardised
"
emphasized that for one-dimensional scalar quantities a
range of different measures should be computed to describe
the relationships between observed and model-predicted
variables. Willmott (1962) also -8tated that measures of the
statistical significance of various correlation methods
ought to be avoided as they are frequently misleading, and
instead a complementary set of difference and summary
univariate indices should be employed in a descriptive and
informed approach to scientific model evaluation.
Statistical summary measures computed were firstly the mean
observed and predicted values, 0 and 'P, and secondly their
standard deviations 0'0 and O'p. which together generally
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described the two variates. Also computed were the intercept
and slope, a and b, of the least squares regression
A
Pi = a + o.o it which outline the nature of the linear
covariance between 0 and P, and the coefficient of
determination (r 2 ) or 'variance· explained'. Difference
measures used were the mean absolute error (MAE): and root
mean square error (RMSE), both regarded as among the. best
measures o-f model per-formance as they summarised the mean
di-fferences in experimental units (metres). The mean bias
error (MBE) was also computed as it provided a quicK summary
of over- or underprediction by the di-f-ferent models.
Information on the nature o-f di-fferences was obtained -from
the calculation o-f systematic (model oriented) and
unsystematic (data oriented) errors and their relative
proportions (potential accuracy), and on the relative size
o-f the di-fferences (actual accuracy) from a, the index o-f
agreement. Computational -formulae appear in Appendix 4.2,
-following the -form of Fox (1981) and Willmott (1982).
It was decided not to adopt a scoring or weighting scheme to
ranK the various models, as any such scheme is by de-finition
subjective and somewhat arbitrary in nature (Stunder and
SethuRaman, 1985). LiKewise, hypothesis tests such as the F
or t tests are unreliable in model testing (Willmott, 1982)
and can lead to con-fusion. Evaluation was based instead on
Knowledge both o-f the sensitivity o-f the above measures to
the patterns and anomalies within the predicted and observed
data, and o-f the models themselves, thus providing a
comprehensive and in-depth assessment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initial conditions
The observed data set was collected during the late soutnern
summer in March and April 1987. A total o-f nearly 11 hours
o-f complete TIBL data were taKen over 8 di-f-ferent days
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period, with measurements taKen near midday when
were changing least. Each set of measurements
around 5 to 10 TIBl height fixings, from which a
143 individual cases of observed TIBl height were
for analysis.
during this
conditions
provided
total of
obtained
The TIBl height prediction formulae chosen for evaluation in
this study comprised equations (1) through (8) inclusive.
All inputs to these models were independent in nature, with
no local empirical determinations required as in equations
(9) and (10), which thus precluded the latter two equations
from objective determination of TIBl height. Where a factor
had an element OT variability, the value suggested by the
authors as typical or that most commonly indicated in the
literature was used. All the equations except that of lyons
et al (1983) (equation (8)) assumed the existence of
completely stable onshore flow, and therefore a modification
was made to allow for the addition of the depth of an
initial mixed layer (nO) at the base of the TIBL. This
modification allowed for the inclusion of Type A (nO > 0)
ane : Type B (nO = 0) TlBls (Comrie, 1988) in the evaluation,
in a similar fashion to Stunder and SethuRaman (1985). In
the evaluation which follows below, equations have been
referred to by the name of their prime author.
Typical Type A and B TIBLs
Two typical examples of the evaluated TIBls are presented
here, Type A With an initial mixed layer, and Type B with
completely stable upwind conditions. Run 413 is an example
of TIBl Type A which had an initial mixed layer of 240m deep
at the shoreline. Conditions were relatively clear and
sunny, with a strong surface temperature differential and
moderately strong wind speeds, as shown in Table 2. The
initial height and relatively smooth TIBl profile that was
observed can be seen in Figure 4. The TIBl grew steadily for
about the first l!5Km and reached to just below 900m height,
beyond which TIBl growth levelled off to a more gradual rate
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as the equilibrium height was approached. In this example
the Tiel grew to a height greater than that predicted by any
of the equations, although in the first half of its growth
all were within 100m (about 201.) of the observed height
except for Van der Hoven's formulation, which gave low
values throughout. The best predictions for this selected
TABLE 2
Summary of meteorological parameters for two TieL cases
Parameter (units) Run 413 Run 421
(Type A) (Type B)
HO (w.m- 2) 343 335
:11:* (w.m- 2) 270 263
fJ (K.m- l ) 0.006 0.005
.19 (K) 6.7 3.2
U (m.s- I ) 10.4 5.4
UIO (m.s- I ) 7.6 4.2
TL (K) 36.0 29.7
Tw (K) 11.6 13.4
hO (rn) 240 0
* :II: = WHcS i n (1fts/Dl)(lyons' equation)
case appeared to be those of VenKatram and Plate, as these
deviated
boundary.
least from the observed height of the Tiel
Run 421 (Type B) tooK place under conditions of stable
onshore flow and moderate wind speeds, with generally clear
sKies except for scattered small cumulus inland.· The input
set of initial meteorological conditions is also found in
Table 2. Figure 5 illustrates the observed and predicted
Tiel profiles, in which the TIBl grew fairly rapidly from
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1000r-----,-------------,--------------,
800
.§. 600
l-
I
<9
m
I 400
-.J
CD
f=
200
0
0 5 10 15 20
FETCH (km)
-
V d Hoven -+- Raynor --*"" Venkatram -e- Pleta
--*- Weisman ~ Gamo -A- lyons -a- Stayn
Figure 4: Observed (bold
for ~un 413, Type A.
line) and predicted TlBl heights
gr-ound level at the coastline to over- 300m about 6Km
downwind. Over- the next 2Km .a steep gr-owth to about 550m due
to convective activity caused a KinK in the TIBl boundar-yo
fr-om which point a mor-e gr-adual r-ate of incr-ease was
obser-ved to just under- 800m at 18Km inland. The idealised
smooth TIBl cur-ves of the equations natur-ally could not
pr-ecisely emulate the uneven patter-n of the obser-ved data,
the accur-acy of each model having to compr-omise on over> or-
under-estimation at differ-ent points along the boundar-yo Only
two of the eight chosen equations
this example, Van cer- Hoven's
wer-e str-ongly in er-r-or- in
completely under-pr-edicting,
and venk atr-am-s completely overpredicting. Of the remaining
for-mulae, that of Plate over-predicted by a factor of about 2
near the shor-e but by only a slight difference fur-ther-
gener-ally under-predicted
inland,
pr-edicting
while
well
those
near-
of
the
lyons
shore,
and Weisman; although
inland. The equations of Raynor, Garno and Steyn all
pr-edicted Within metr-es of each otner-, and supplied per-haps
the best compr-omise by moder-ately over-estimating TIBl height
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1000r------------------=~---____',
800
E
i- 600
I
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w
I 400
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200
0
0 5 10 15 20
FETCH (km)
V d Hoven -+- Raynor --*- Venkatram --s-- Plate
"""*- Weisman -e- Garno --I:r- lyons ~ Steyn
Figure 5: Observed (bOld
for Run 421, Type B.
line) and predicted TIBl heights
nearer the coast, and moderately underestimating at greater
distances downwind.
Hodel per-formance - all data
Statistical summary and difference measures were first
calculated for all 143 cases of TIBL height (Appendix 4.3).
The mean observed TIBL height for all cases was 622m, to
which the closest approximations were the equations of
Raynor and Steyn, both of which emerged with a mean
predicted TIBL height of 600m (Figure 6). ThiS slight
underprediction was reflected in their MBEs of -22m, which
were close to the observational error. Very near to this
value was the equation of Garno .(-29m), while slightly higher
was that of Plate, which on the average, overpredicted by
41m. Other formulations were in error, on the average, up to
as much as -224m. It is of course desirable for a model to
parallel any natural variations in the data, and the amount
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Of variability in the Observed heights was described by a
standard deviation of 281m (Figure 7). However, this measure
can also be misleading in that an index of variance contains
no guarantee of inherent accuracy. Thus although the
formulae of VenKatram and Van der Hoven had the closest up'S
to the above value, not much was gleaned from this measure
as all the values were within. lOY. of each other, and within
15Y. 0" the observed data.
300~----------------------,
900
200
Venketram
100
E
~
w a
m
::;;
-100
-200
Plate
1111110
Weisman
E
t-
800 IG
tn
I
700 ...Jm
t-
O 0w
600 0
is
w
a:
500 (L
Z
Lyons -c
w
::;;
400
V d Hovsn
-300 L- --'
Figure 6: Mean bias errors
for the eight selected
= £>22m).
and mean
equations
predicted TIBL
(mean observed
heights
height
At this point it is instructive to examine the regression
parameters and scatterplots associated with some of the
equations (Figure 8).
great clarity between
bias 0" the data. Using
Displays 0" this type can lead to
models as regards value, spread and
the examples above it can be seen a:t
a glance that, even though their means were the same,
Steyn's equation was superior to Raynor's in terms 0"
o""set, gradient and variance. liKewise the plots "or Van
der Hoven's equation and VenKatram's equation showed the
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f- •
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f-
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Figure 7:
(dots)
line).
Standard deviations
and observed TIBl
of predicted
heights (solid
TIBl
bold
heights
horizontal
respective performance below or above the observed data. In
general, the larger values of a and smaller values of b
suggested a systematic all round underestimate of both the
TIBL gradient and height,
As regards the var~nce
Figure 9 reaffirms the
as indicated earlier by the MBE.
in 0 that is explained in P (r 2),
above deductions, the equations of
Plate. Gamo and Steyn having this proportion as high as 80y',
and others dropping lower down to 55Y..
For more precise distinctions between closely competing
equations. use was made of two reliable measures of model
performance, MAE and RHSE. Although MAE is intuitively more
appealing due to its general expression of mean error in
absolute terms, RMSE is also important as it is weighted
more sensitively towards extreme values, thus -incorporating
a measure of consistency in the performance of a model
(Willmott, 1982). Figure 10 illustrates the two respective
sets of errors, which under the current assessment followed
each other very closely. RanKing of the models by these
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Figure 8: Regression lines (bold) and scatterplots
selected equations where regression formulae are:
y=O.6x+I02; Raynor y=O.75x+132; Van der
y=O.7x-37; Venkatram y=O.64x+225. Feint diagonal
represent b = I (predicted equals observed).
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Figure 9:
explained'
Correlation
for the
coefficients
eight selected
(r 2 ) or
equations.
'variance
Plate
Stayn
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-
RMSE
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. of predicted TIBl
errors
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methods was unanimous
between the top three
within the observational
in each
equations of
error. The
instance, with
Plate, steyn
errors of the
differences
and Gamo all
former two
equations were practically identical, and constituted about
15Y. to 20Y. ot the mean TIBl height.
theAdditional insight was gained from
measures of systematic and unsystematic
the systematic or model-oriented error,
complementary
error. Considering
Steyn's equation
emerged with the lowest RHSEs of 60m, closely followed by
Gamo, Plate and Raynor (Figure 11). When viewed as a
proportion of systematic error (HSEs/HSE) Raynor's equation
in fact performed the best (0.21) due to its relatively
smaller RHSE, with the next lowest being those of Steyn
(0.23), Gamo (0.25) and Plate (0.28) (Figure 12). As this
type 0" error can be described linearly, any adverse
tendency of an equation may be damped out for operational
use by maKing the appropriate adjustment. It is therefore
also a measure of potential accuracy.
RMSEu ~Plale
~Sleyn
RMSE s
~Gamo
""'-Raynor
Weisman
Venkalram
... -- Lyons
V d Hove
-300 -200 -100 o
METRES
100 200 300
Systematic (model oriented) and unsystematic
oriented) root mean square errors, which ranked
selected formulations in the same respective order.
Figure tt:
(data
the
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Figure tZ: Proportions of systematic (model oriented
shading) and unsystematic (data oriented
shading) error.
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lOar-------------------------,
0.95 Steyn • Garno • Plate
D ~ ~ ~ Raynor
~ ~ Weisman0.90 ~ Venkatrama: ~::J~ Lyons~
LL 0.850
X
w
0
z
0.80
V d Hover
0.75 , , . ~
Figure 13: Indices of agreement (d) showing the equally well
ranked equations of s tevn, Gamo and Plate.
A precise comparison 0" actual model accuracy is contained
in the index of agreement (d) (Figure 13), which indicated
that the equations of Steyn, Gamo and Plate all had an
equally high level 0" accuracy (d = 0.94). These formulae
were 3)( more accurate than Raynor's equation, 4)( more than
Weisman's, 5)( more than venxatr-am-e, and 7)( more accurate
than that of Lyons. Van der Hoven's equation was adjudged
the least accurate 0" the prediction methods (d = 0.76).
Hodel performance - categorised
As the input data such as wind speed and stability did not
show a great deal of variation, any categorisation of the
data by these parameters would not have carried much meaning
because of the small number of easel!! involved. However,
classification into TIBL
provided suf.,icient
Types
casee in
(n
each
= 91)
type
and B
for
(n = 52)
additional
insight to be gained from their l!!eperate evaluation (Table
3).
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TABLE 3
Statistical summary and difference measures for
Type A (N = 91) and Type B (N = 52)*
106
VdHoven Raynor VenKatram Plate We i sman Gamo Lyons Steyn
TYPE A
0 704 704 704 704 704 704 704 704
P 472 695 825 759 630 687 580 694
Ob 285 285 285 285 285 285 265 265
O'p 295 249 262 251 245 246 244 247
a -69 220 293 215 122 163 76 166
b 0.77 0.67 0.76 0.77 0.72 0.74 0.71 0.75
MAE 235 152 161 126 131 127 144 127
MBE -233 -9 121 55 -74 -17 -124 -10
RMSE 312 183 204 147 172 146 201 144
RMSE s 242 93 140 65 109 75 149 73
RMSE u 197 157 149 120 133 125 135 124
prop. 0.60 0.26 0.47 0.33 0.40 0.26 0.55 0.26
r 2 0.55 0.60 0.66 0.77 0.71 0.74 0.69 0.75
d 0.77 0.68 0.66 0.92 0.90 0.92 0.67 0.92
TYPE B
(5 478 476 476 476 476 476 476 478
P 268 434 605 511 361 427 315 435
0'0 206 206 206 206 206 206 206 206
O'p 125 159 226 162 129 152 116 155
a 116 95 126 110 76 92 66 93
b 0.31 0.71 1.00 0.64 0.59 0.70 0.52 0.72
MAE 225 65 134 54 137 67 175 61
MBE -210 -43 128 33 -116 -50 -163 -42
RMSE 274 97 157 74 149 93 195 67
RMSE s 253 74 128 47 143 79 190 72
RMSE u 106 63 92 58 41 46 45 49
prop. 0.85 0.58 0.66 0.40 0.92 0.73 0.95 0.66
r 2 0.27 0.84 0.63 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.65 0.90
d 0.66 0.92 0.65 0.95 0.64 0.93 0.76 0.93
* AI I means, standard deviations and errors in metres.
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The relative performance of the different equations was on
the whole very similar for Type A and B, with much the same
ranKing as in the uncategorised evaluation. The 5, P and MBE
values behaved as expected, as did the standard devrattcne
which displayed only· minor changes. In terms of MAE and
RMSE, the equations of Steyn, Gamo and Plate ranKed
essentially equal for Type A, Steyn's being only marginally
better than the others. In Type B, Plate's equation was
somewhat better ranKed than those of Steyn, Gamo or Raynor
for both MAE and RMSE. The regression parameters also echoed
their uncategorised behaviour, but reflected the same slight
bias in Type A and Type B that was found in the mean errors.
The lowest systematic error in Type A was for Steyn's model,
and for Plate's model in Type B, where Raynor's equation
also performed well. Conversely, the formulations of Steyn,
Gamo and Raynor performed equally well for Type A TIBls in
terms of the proportion of systematic error (potential
accuracy), While for Type B TIBls Plate's equation clearly
had the highest ranKing. With reference to actual accuracy
(d), in Type A the formulae of Steyn, Gamo and Plate were
all equally high, While in Type B Plate's formula was ex
more accurate than those of Steyn and Gamo, and 3i( more than
Raynor's.
Equation performance
From the foregoing results it was possible to discern a
generalised unscored ranKing of the TIBl height predictions
as outlined in Table 4 below. The first three formulations
(Plate, Gamo and Steyn) all performed very close to one
another throughout the statistical evaluation, with any
differences between them consistently within the
observational error. Depending on the measure employed they
each had certain small benefits over one another, although
when viewed in the context of the limited observational data
set . any further differentiation became meaningless. Raynor's
equation was considered to be marginally less superior than
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TABLE .,
Unscored ranKing of TIBl height equations
RanK Hodel
I Steyn
1 , 2.& 3 I Plate
I Gamo
., Raynor
5 Weisman
6 VenKatram
7 Lyons
8 Van der Hoven
those equally placed in top r-ank, but was the highest placed
empirical equation. Its potential accuracy was in fact the
most promising, but due to the greater scatter and variance
of its predictions it received slightly lower ranKings. The
ranKing of the lower four equations was consistent in all
the statistical assessments.
Clearly
generally
equations
the theoretically derived mixed-layer based models
performed the best. The structure of these
is essentiany identical except for the choice of
coefficient in the numerator, which for this data set
ideally seemed to lie between a coefficient of 4 in equation
(4) (Plate) and one of 2.[1+F] = 2.4 in equation (6) (eamo).
This is reinforced in Stunder and SethuRaman (1985) who
indicated Weisman's equation (the only equation
evaluated) to be the best. High ranKing was
of this type
also given to
Raynor's
scatter.
equation with similar
VenKatram's equation
comments
was not
on correlation and
highly ranKed in
Stunder and SethuRaman (1985), for the same reasons of
overprediction as in this study. Although mixed-layer wind
speed was incorporated, the entrainment parameter caused
results to be consistently larger than the Raynor equation
of similar format. As the Lyons equation also had the sound
mixed-layer considerable potentialbasis
would
of
exist
the
if the
format,
underprediction of the heat flux
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parameterisation were to be counteracted. It was felt that
the consistent underestimation was due to the low value of
maximum heat flux (272W.m- 2) contained in the
parameterisation. for which a more realistic value closer to
about 400W.m- 2 may provide improved results. This was in
fact alluded to by Lyons et et (1983) for cases _where actual
measurements of maximum heat flux are available. Lyons'
equation would then perform almost identically to that of
Weisman. The poor ranking of the Van der Hoven equation was
attributed to the inaccuracy of the .4.9 term in
parameterising the upwind stability. the p term in the other
equations being far more appropriate as it comprised the
whole depth of the TIBL. The systematic underestimation of
TIBL height was also attributed to the size of the empirical
coefficient of 8.8, which is by definition site-dependent.
SUHHARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has sought to evaluate the performance of the
TIBL height prediction equations by means of a statistical
comparison, in order to assess their relative accuracy,
apPlicability and sensitivity. The evaluation was made via
the application of a number of statistical summary and
difference measures, using a recently collected independent
data set. This study found, for the limited data and
selected equations under consideration, that:
1) The equations of Plate (1971), Steyn and Oke (1982) and
Garno et al (1983) together received equally high ranking,
and were judged to have the best overall performance. The
equation of Raynor et al (1975) performed almost as well,
but received a slightly lower ranking due to the greater
variance of its predictions. The equations -of Weisman
(1976), Venkatram (1977), Lyons et al (1983) and Van der
Hoven (1967) received sequentially lower ranking;
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2) Models based on the thermodynamic principles of mixed-
layer theory, and which included the direct use of surface
heat flux, performed better in general than those equations
that used other methods. The finer differences in prediction
between equations of this type resulted from the relative
sizes of the coefficient in the numerator;
3) Model performance using categorised (Type A and Type B)
data was essentially the same as that using uncategorised
data, with marginal changes generally favouring the equation
of Steyn and OKe (1982) for Type A, and that of Plate (1971)
for Type B:
4) The mean bias of the highest ranKed equations fell within
50m above or below the observed TIBL height. The variance of
all the equation predictions was slightly less than that of
the observed data due to the idealised shape of the former.
The calculated regression parameters suggested a generalised
underestimation by a small magnitude of both TIBL gradient
and height by the equations:
5) The mean errors of the highest ranKed equations were all
within metres of one another, constituting on average 151. to
201. of the observed TIBL height. These formulae an
possessed a low proportion of model-oriented error and thus
a high potential accuracy, the highest of which was the
equation- of Raynor et al (1975). The highest ranKed
equations also possessed the largest indices of agreement,
with accuracies a number of percentage points above those of
the other equations.
This evaluation has provided an independent assessment of
the performance of TIBL height equations using a variety of
different statistical techniques. In the interests of
objectivity the formulations were tested as given in the
literature, without the use of local correction factors as
might well occur under operational conditions. In such
circumstances the appropriate modifications would serve to
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further . improve the relative accuracy of the model
concerned, facilitating reliable prediction of TlBl height
and possible fumigation conditions.
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CHAPTER 5
FORMATION, STRUCTURE AND HEIGHT OF
THE THERMAL INTERNAL BOUNDARY
LAYER - A CASE STUDY
A case study methodology was employed to provide an overall
view of the Thermal Internal Boundary Layer (TIBL) as a
dynamic mesoscale feature of the coastal atmosphere. The
TIBL formed from morning convective conditions, and followed
the same· growth and decay pattern as the surface heating and
the development of onshore flow. The initially irregular
TIBL eouncarv became more uniform during the day, as a
steady balance between wind speed and surface heating was
achieved. Strong undulations in the TIBL were caused by
eddies and thermal upcurrents, which were characterised by
large fluctuations and increased values of vertical
velocity, temperature and heat flux. TIBL height
observations and predictions highlighted a nearshore region
of complex and unpredictable TIBL formation, and an inland
region of more regular TIBL formation where relatively
accurate observation and prediction of TIBL height was
Possible.
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INTRODUCTION
The need for a greater understanding of atmospheric dynamics
and dispersion in coastal regions has been a necessary
consequence of industrial development in such areas.
Petrochemical plants, fossil fuel and nuclear power
generating facilities have increasingly been located in
shoreline environments, giving rise to concern regarding
coastal air quality. A wide range of research has in turn
been stimulated in order to improve not only theoretical
Knowledge, but also operational expertise in planning,
impact assessment and prediction with regard to the
dispersion meteorology of the coastal zone.
The coastal zone is characterised by a complex
meteorological environment, .which exhibits a number of
unique features that arise from the fundamental physical
differences between the underlying marine and terrestrial
surfaces. When fair weather conditions prevail, such effects
include the development of the sea breeze, and the formation
of the Thermal Internal Boundary Layer (TIBL).
The TIBL manifests itself as an adjustment of the
atmospheric boundary layer to the surface discontinuities of
temperature and roughness that occur at the interface
between. land and sea. During onshore flow, surface based
turbulence penetrates upward giving rise to the convex upper
boundary that characterises the TIBL. thereby separating the
evolving mixed layer near the surface from the unmodified
relatively stable air that overlies it. Two entirely
different dispersion regimes are thus formed adjacent to
each other, and a number of complications can result.
Pollutants emitted within the TIBL may sUffer severe
vertical limitations on their dispersion, especially near
the shore, whilst pollutants emitted into the stable layer
aloft may travel some distance inland before intersecting
the TIBL, at which point the still relatively concentrated
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plume will t'umigate downwards (Figure 1). Under both sets ot'
circumstances
greater than
the ground level concentrations
those normally predicted. Also,
may
as
be t'ar
horizontal
scales are of the order ot' Kilometres, and the TIBL height
only a t'ew hundred metres, relatively small changes in the
latter can drastically at't'ect the pollutant concentrations
determination
fumigationand location of
of
the
TIBL height,
zone.
theoretically
The
or
accurate
empirically,
is theret'ore of great value.
Onshore Flow
:
:
< :
e.,. .
.. .
..,;
e:
:0:
...
~.
"':
--I>
Figure t: Schematic
conditions during
of
stable
TIBl t'ormation
onshore t'low.
and fumigation
Early Knowledge on TIBLs was gained both from boundary layer
and coastal air quality research, including Elliot (1958),
Prophet (1961) and Van der Hoven (1967). Later stUdies
covered the TIBL in more detail, with emphasis on
fumigation. t'or example Collins (t97t), Hewson and Olsson
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(1967), lyons and Cole (1973), Peters (1975) and Weisman and
Hirt (1975). Only a small number of comprehensive field
studies have been made due to the large resources required,
with major contributions from BrooKhaven, long Island
(Raynor et ai, 1979), NanticoKe, t.ake Erie (Portelli, 1982;
Kerman et et, 1982) and Kashimaura in Japan (Gamo et ai,
1982). low level and nearshore turbulence measurements have
also been performed, such as Echols and Wagner (1972),
Smedman and HOgstrOm (1983), Ogawa and Ohara (1985) and
Ogawa et al (1985). The prediction of TlBl height has also
been included in numerous models, such as Raynor et: al
(1975), VenKatram (1977), Steyn and OKe (1982), Gamo et al
(1983) and lyons er al (1983).
Relatively few studies have sought to provide an overall
view of the TIBl as a dynamic mesoscale feature of the
coastal atmosphere. It is thus intended to provide a brief,
yet sufficiently detailed, general coverage of the TIBl by
means of a case study, encompassing its growth and decay,
various structural and turbulent characteristics, and the
observation and prediction of its height. The TIBl will thus
be viewed within the context of not only its own properties,
but also within that of the prevailing meteorology and the
possible impact of its height on fumigation conditions.
EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND AND DATA COllECTION
Study area
Figure 2 illustrates the location of the experimental site
on the Atlantic coastline of Southern Africa, about 30Km to
the north of Cape Town. The shoreline was roughly linear and
was aligned along a NNW to SSE axis. The terrain sloped
gently upward from the coast to about 100m at 20Km inland,
displaying little relief except for a number of small hills
further to the north and south of the study area. The land
surface was covered mostly with ploughed wheatfields, with
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some grass and low bush nearer the shore. There were a
number of small settlements and farms in the region. with
the 2000MW Koeberg nuclear power station centrally located
on the shoreline.
Airfield
'0
I
5
I
,
Study Area
•RondeKu II
o
I
J
Atlantis
ATLANTIC
OCEAN
Figure 2: Location of the study area
coastline showing instrument
aircraft flight track (broken
on the
location
line).
Southern
(dots)
African
and
Instrumentation and data collection
Measurements of selected parameters were made via both
airborne and surface sensors in a similar fashion to those
collected at BrooKhaven and Kashimaura (ibid.). This
approach has proved to be the most effective method of
obtaining a relatively complete data set over the time and
temperature,distance
humidity.
scales
moisture
required.
content,
Information
turbulence
on
and heat flux at
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different levels of the atmosphere above the studY region
was provided by a light aircraft (Cessna 172) carrying
computerised instrumentation. A selection of ground based
measurements were also taKen, with temperature, wind speed
and direction available from a networK of 10m masts, in
addition to vertical pilot balloon wind profiles, land and
sea surface temperatures, insolation and acoustic sounder
measurements (Figure 2).
Surface data were acquired continuously throughout the day,
including the acoustic sounder trace Which was used to
detail the constant changes in TIBL height, while the
aircraft was flown in the middle of the day when conditions
were fully developed and more constant over time. The data
were calibrated and processed by microcomputer to provide
horizontal and vertical profiles of the relevant parameters,
from whfch
atmosphere
of the
composite two-dimensional cross-sections of the
were reconstructed. A more complete description
experimental methodology may be found in
comr-te (l988a).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synoptic conditions
tooK place during Harch and
days of complete data resulted.
Wednesday 1 April 1987 (Run 401)
April
The
was
were
typicallya
the conditions
conditions
as
synoptic
analysis
example 0-1'
day thethis
current
and illustrative
On
representative
experienced.
The field experiments
1987, -I'rom which eight
data set collected on
selected for the
cells 0-1' low pressure located Wand SE 0-1'
favourable for the
study region (Figure
extended over the
development of onShore
3). A very weaK ridge
area, separating two
winds
0-1' high
poorly
Cape
over the
pressure
developed
Town. The
study region was thus under the in-l'luence of a weaK isobaric
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area.
pressure
westerly
patterns
a light
study
gradient,
(Onshore)
were later
scattering
which provided gentle and generally
winds within which more localised flow
to . develop. SKies were clear except for
of· fair weather cumulus inland from the
. . .
+.
..
o
-
. . .
Stu'Cly
. '0,8
Apr t t r , 1981
t2hOO GMT 14hOO SAST
H
, '020
Figure 3: Synoptic
Southern Africa
surface pressure
on 1 April 1987.
analysis (mB) over
Mesoscale wind -field
The evolution of meteorological conditions during the day
was revealed by the mesoscale surface (10m) data illustrated
in figure 4. At sunrise (07hOO) a gentle drainage flow or
land breeze was in progress over the study area. Wind
directions displayed a northerly component throughout .the
region, with generally light wind speeds. The temperature of
the drained air dropped by about 30C or 40C between 20Km
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Iinland an~ the coast. where a minimum
recorded. Ail" temperatures over the sea
at about 150C.
122
of about ~oC was
were slightly warmer
By 10hOO the northerly flow still persisted over much of the
studY area. but wind speeds had become almost calm as a
result of the buildup of daytime conditions. This was
especially notable in the temperature patterns which by this
time had reversed, with temperatures inland about 20C warmer
than over the sea. This difference was sufficient to promote
of a sea
only at the
yet extended
the onset
detected
had not
breeze component over the
coastal sites because its
more than a few Kilometres
study area,
penetration
inland.
As the day progressed, temperatures and wind speeds over the
land continued to increase, while wind direction bacKed to
westerly at all sites as the onshore component developed. At
14hOO just after solar noon the temperature differential was
as much as 60C, With relatively strong onshore winds of
4m.s-1 to 6m.s- 1 over the stUdy area. Solar radiation at
this time was 850W.m- 2 , With sea and land surface
temperatures of 15.80C and 37.9 0C respectively. As the
onshore flow moved inland, there was a tendency for the wind
to bacK slightly and become directly perpendicular to the
shoreline, due possibly to the thermal and frictional
effects encountered over the land. These circumstances which
arose during the day were suitable for the formation of a
TIBL With the onset of a steady onshore flow out of the
earlier calmer
persisted, but
conditions. During the
wind speeds began to
afternoon the WSW flow
drop gradually towards
the late afternoon with the corresponding decrease in the
temperature differential. By sunaet at 19hOO wind !!peeds had
diminished to about 3m.s-1, with a temperature differential
of roughly 30C.
TIBL growth and decay
The corresponding diurnal behaviour of the TIBL wa!! recorded
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drainage flow at the
observed to decrease
the first hour after
was detected by the
two to three hours
calm discussed above.
by the acoustic sounder trace. illustrated in Figure 5.
covering the same period of time from sunrise to eunaet
(07hOO to 19hOO). The depth of the
sounder site 6Km inland (Figure 2) was
from about 150m to· almost zero within
sunrise. A build up of thermal activity
acoustic sounder over the following
corresponding to the period of near
During the late morning the acoustic echoes clarified as
wind speeds increased and thermal activity became smoothed.
This period of transition during which convection over the
land blended into the onset of onshore flow marKed the start
of TIBL formation. Hence in this example the TIBL did not
increase in height from the ground upwards as might be
expected. but wall initiated from a turbulent layer a few
hundred metres in depth.
1 000 ,-------------------------_---,
800
19hOO17hOO1ShOO11hOO 13hOO
TIME (hours)
09hOO
o
07hOO
,... 600E
'"'"
...
J:
0
W
J: 400
",
200
sounder trace showing
inferred TlBl height
broken line represents
convective activity.
of acoustic
at 13h20 and
(solid line). The
definition due to
Figure 5: r acsimile
observed height
during the day
unclear height
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The irregularity of the TIBl boundary until about noon
indicated the intermittent nature of the turbulent mixing,
due. to the thermal activity and sporadic surges in wind flow
that were occurring prior to the establishment of relatively
steady conditions around llh30.. TIBl height peaKed at around
50Om to 600m near midday, and dropped off a little to about
400m during the early afternoon, coinciding with the
airborne measurements which were taKen simultaneously.
During the course of the afternoon, TIBl height fluctuated
by as much as 100m, due to the variability of the turbulent
eddies associated with the TIBL. These oscillations of the
TIBl boundary occurred at intervals of the order of
approximately 5 minutes, with corresponding wavelengths of
up to roughly a few Kilometres. '-ner about 16h30 the TIBl
height decreased more rapidly to about 100m around sunset at
19hOO. The acoustic sounder detected not only the TIBl
boundary, but also the more intense turbulence nearer the
surface, light turbulence at higher altitudes in the
morning, and the evolution of a more stable layer above the
TlBl in the evening. The growth and decay of the TlBl thus
displayed many of the same characteristics as the mixing or
convective boundary layer over the land, with relatively
rapid growth before noon, a peaK at the time of maximum heat
flux followed by a gradual decrease during the afternoon,
with further decreases towards evening as stable conditions
developed.
Vertical wind structure
Comprehensive field measurements of TIBl structure were made
between 13hOO and 14hOO, during Which time the TIBl height
remained relatively constant. Vertical wind profiles
(Figure 6) revealed the influence of the surface·· on the sea
breeze component. This WSW flow occurred mainly in the lower
500m, above which the wind swung gently to a more westerly
flow up to a height of about 1400m where direction became a
constant 2600• The wind speed profile revealed further
distinctions between these three layers, With greatest wind
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,
315
)
,
2ZS 170
WIIO IXREClllIl (deg.)
TIBl
......................."1. • _ .
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155 10
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1BOO 1800
" 1600 " 1600
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400 400
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Figure 6: Vertical wind profiles showing mean
direction (bOld lines) and individual
lines), With the· height of the TIBl
line).
wind speed and
profiles (feint
boundary (dotted
speeds occurring .below 500m. and which decreased to near
calm around 1400m to 1500m. Above this height the gentle
increase in wind speed corresponded to a different synoptic
airflow in the atmosphere above the boundary layer. The TIBL
itself was denoted by relatively uniform mean profiles of
wind speed and direction up to 50Om height.
Temperature and moisture structure
Measurements by aircraft revealed a pattern ·01' potential
temperature which showed a stable onshore flow at the'
coastline Which, during its passage inland. became eroded
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from below by heating and mixing (Figure 7). Upon
intersection with the TIBl, the isotherms bent downwards
within the well mixed layer and displayed a constant
potential temperature profile, which showed the
characteristic increase in depth with distance downwind. A
sharp increase in rtsi. height was observed at 4Km to 6Km
inland, beyond which the effects of TIBl growth were less
sharp. At heights greater than about 1000m the isotherms
remained relatively unaffected by any perturbations
originating at the surface.
The increased temperatures within the TIBl (by about 40C at
the 200m level) had the consequence of reducing relative
humidity in the TIBl, especially near the surface (Figure
8), thus facilitating the additional uptaKe of evaporative
moisture off the land. The roughly lOY. decrease in relative
humidity was accompanied by an increase in moisture content
of about 2.59.K9-1 between the coast and 16Km inland at the
200m level (not illustrated).
1 500 .-~~~--,r----------'----------------,
2016128
FETCH (km)
4a
1-----r.8---'~~
a +----.-IA.iiiiIjI-.
-4
22
1 000
~
E
2''-'
1-.
J:
C>
W
J:
500
Figure 7:
(oC)
Cross-sectional
for Run 401.
pattern of potential temperature
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Figure 8: Vertical profiles of relative humidity (1.) over
the sea (SOlid line) and at 16km inland (dotted line)
showing the decreased humidity within the TlBL.
Turbulen1: s tr-uetur-e
turbulent parameters O'w
structures associated
Cross-sec1:ions of
displayed fairly
(Figures 9 and
the
similar
10). The slight persistence
and
with
of
O'T both
the TIBL
low-level
marine stability coupled with the occurrence of a thermal
up current produced a sharp rise in TIBL height near the 4Km
marK, with an associated bulge in the isopleths of both
parameters, The nature 0" the aircraft flight pattern meant
that the diminishing effect of the upcurrent was measured in
successive horizontal runs as it moved upward. Undulations
in the profile of the TIBL were also found further inland,
for example at 12Km, but a generally steadier growth in the
height 0" the turbulent region was found over the inland
turbulence valuesActualobserved.
low
of
ofregionsdefinedloosely
were
TIBL,theAboveareas.
intensity
turbulent parameters increased two or threefold within the
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Figure 9: Cross-sectional pattern of for Run 401.
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Figure to: Cross-sectional pattern of for Run 401.
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TIBl, with the strongest turbulence occurring near the
surface.
Heat ~Iux structure
Cross-sectional measurements of mean sensible heat flux
(W'ei) did not provide a clear definition of the TIBl height
or shape, but the regions of more intense turbulence within
and along the boundary of the TIBl were highlighted as areas
of large heat flux (Figure 11). Heat flux was generally
negligible outside the TIBl, but tenfold increases were
found within the TIBl, especially in the lower regions
associated with
intense pocKets
the surface
of heat flux
boundary
were more
layer. Higher
scattered and
up,
were
associated with mixing and thermal activity, for example at
the 4Km to 6Km marKs and at 12Km downwind. Some areas of
,0
flux were also found, in
positive regions.
0
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20
FETCH (km)
Figure t t: Cross-sectional pattern of mean sensible heat
flux (m.s- t.K- l ) for Run 401.
relatively strong negative heat
many cases in close proximity to strongly
1 500
<0
0
1 000 ,0
~
E
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2
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The isopleths of heat flux thus provided a fairly complex
picture of the TIBL, with a
although the latter was also
contorted undulating boundary,
partly due to the somewhat
instantaneous nature of the measurements.
Determination of TIBL height.
A range of met.hods were available for determining TIBL
height from measured parameters, for example from the
delimitation of the base of the stable layer in a vertical
temperature profile (Raynor et aI, 1979; Ogawa and Ohara,
1985), or from the maximum in the vector wind shear (Kerman
et aI, 1982). For the data presented above the observed TIBL
height. differed by as much as 20Y. to 30Y. depending on the
parameter or definition followed. Garno et a1 (1982) found
turbulence. Intuitively, thetemperature
similar discrepancies
and
between TIBL height defined
definition
by
of
prime concern was that which described the height to which
pollutants would diffuse within the TIBL Unfortunately, no
single parameter that could summarize this behaviour
1000r-----------------:----------,
201510
FETCH (km)
5
800
Plele
OBSERVEE Reynor
I- 600 Stayn
I Garno
e>
w
I
.J 400(])
F
o
Figure 12:
from
Observed
the four
(bold
select.ed
line) and
equations
predicted
for Run
TlBl
401.
heights
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existed, and some preciseness was therefore lost when
reference was made to a selection of parameters. Further
complications in determining TIBL height resulted from
spatial and temporal variation in the data, for example the
transitory nature of eddies and thermals. 'rne dynamic nature
of the TIBl thus made definition of its shape somewhat aKin
to that of a developing cumulus cloud, especially in near-
neutral conditions, and hence some form of averaging or
approximation of the boundary was unavoidable.
For tne present study, TIBL height was defined in a similar
way to Garno et al (1982), maKing use of horizontal transects
of potential- temperature, but also using vertical wind speed
and heat flux transects where necessary. At the point of
intersection with the TIBL, the boundary was denoted by
increases both in in the value and variation of the
parameter, whiCh continued to increase and vary within the
TIBL. Figure 12 illustrates the profile of observed TIBl
height determined by this method. In it can be seen the
relatively low TIBl height near the coast where stable
conditions perSisted, followed by a region of rapid growth
associated with the presence of the· thermal upcurrent, and
further inland a large region of steadier and more gradual
growth.
TIBL height prediction
Also illustrated in Figure 12 are me TIBL height curves of
four predictive equations (Plate, 1971; Raynor et et, 1975;
Steyn and OKe, 1982; Gamo et et, 1983). These equations have
been shown to perform relatively accurately under a range of
similar conditions (COmrie, 1988c). The equations of TIBL
height provided a smoothed profile of the TIBL due to the
idealised assumptions that enabled their theoretical or
empirical development. As the observed profile of the TIBl
was irregular, the predictions were thus a compromise
between over or under-estimation at different places along
the TIBL boundary. Plate's (1971) equation was the highest
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prediction. which overpredicted at all distances. although
only minimally after the first 5Km. The equations of Raynor
et et (1975). Steyn and OKe (1982) and Garno et al (1963) all
overpredicted initially as well. but slightly underpredicted
beyond the 5Km mar-k, in the order given above.· This distance
coincided with the location of the thermal upcurrent
observed in the data. For the 'average' TIBL the equations
provided a reasonably good prediction. in this case to
Within 50m for most of the TIBL boundary. but accuracy was
not as high near the coast where the more complex patterns
of stability and semi-random turbulent motions occurred.
For the TIBL considered above. it was clear that changes in
TIBL height as small as 100m. which occurred continuously
throughout the day. might have affected the location of the
fumigation zone by several Kilometres. This effect would
have been most marKed over the inland areas where the 'TlBL
gradient was most shallow. and would fortunately not have
been as severe nearer the coast where the TIBL was less
predictable. Inaccuracies under complex conditions such as
those found in coastal areas therefore still leave much room
for further examination.
Models of TIBL or mixed layer height are useful not only for
purely predictive purposes. but also as a means of
quantifying relationships between the wide range of input
variables. Knowledge of the sensitivity of input variables
under the prevailing meteorological conditions is important
in operational surroundings where pollutant releases can be
eerrrr-euee.: and where unfavourable dispersion conditions
might be avoided by the monitoring of selected critical
parameters.
SU""ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
ThiS
as
study has
a dynamic
sought to
mesoscale
provide
feature
an
of
overall view
the coastal
of the TIBL
atmosphere.
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by means of a case study, maKing use of
airborne measurements to provide coverage
and decay, structural and turbulent
the observation and prediction of TIBL
study of selected TIBL data has shown
ThiS was achieved
both surface and
of TIBL growth
characteristics. and
height. This case
that:
1) A weaK synoptic pressure gradient favoured the
development of a localised onshore flow pattern over the
study area. Early morning drainage flow off the land ceased
2 to 3 hours after sunrise with the increased surface
heating, which promoted an onshore sea breeze component.
Wind speeds strengthened until the mid afternoon when
temperature contrasts were greatest, and then dropped slowly
towards the evening. Vertical wind profiles revealed a
surface based layer of uniform speed and direction that
corresponded With the TlBL;
2) The diurnal behaviour of the TlBL corresponded well to
the above pattern. The TlBL was formed out of convective
conditions during the late morning, and its irregular upper
boundary gradually became smoother as .wind speed and surface
heating achieved a steadier balance. Initial TIBL growth was
rapid, peaKing during the time of maximum heatflux near
solar midday. Gradual decreases in height occurred until the
late afternoon, When more rapid decay set in. Eddies and
irregular pocket e of turbulence caused fluctuations of up to
100m in TIBL height, with horizontal scales of up to a few
thousand metres;
3) The potential temperature structure of the TlBL comprised
a mixed layer of uniform profile that increased in depth
with downwind distance. with entrainment activity causing
bending of the isotherms at the TIBL boundary. Warmer
temperatures within the TIBL reduced relative humidity,
allowing the uptake of additional evaporative moisture;
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4) The tur-bulent str-uctur-e of the TIBL, as r-evealed by the
standar-d deviations of ver-tical wind speed and temper-atur-e
and· the mean sensible heat flux, was char-acter-ised by str-ong
incr-eases in the values of these par-ameter-s within the TIBL.
Localised pocKets of intense tur-bulence, such as ther-mal
uecur-r-ents, r-esulted in str-ong undulations in the TIBL
boundar-y, par-ticular-ly. in the mor-e complex r-egion of TlBL
gr-owth near-er- the coast.
near- the gr-ound, with
values occur-r-ing thr-oughout
Lar-ge heat fluxes wer-e
fluctuating Positive and
the r-est of the TIBL;
obser-ved
negative
5) A consider-abIe r-ange of TIBL heights was obtained
depending on the par-ameter- or- definition used, fur-ther-
complicated by the spatial and tempor-al var-iations in the
data that r-esulted fr-om its dynamic and ir-r-egular- natur-e.
The obser-ved TlBL had a low initial height followed by a
1000
800
~
...
:r
e
400 -
...
:r
08hOO lOhOO t2hOO '4hOO tShOO 18hOO
Figure 13:
evolution
TIHE or DAY (hourS)
Composite schematic
and behaviour.
diagram of diurnal TISl
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region of rapid growth (complex nearshore region), with a
region of steadier and smoother growth further inland. The
idealised profiles of TIBl height obtained from predictive
equations
observed
provided a
data, especially
reasonable
inland, but
approximation of
did not account
the
for
the complex TIBL heights near the shore.
A composite schematic diagram summarising some of the above
features of the TIBL and its evolution is illustrated in
typical characteristics noted
13. This particular case of
of Southern Africa on 1 April
Figure
Coast
the
the TIBL from the West
1987 displayed many of
in Comrie (1988a; 1988b;
1988c). The relatively uniform shape of the TlBL boundary
conveyed by the height prediction formulae was in reality
far more complex. Different parameters outlined the constant
variety of structure and temporal behaviour that
characterised the TIBl as a dynamic and turbulent region of
the coastal atmosphere.
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THESIS SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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SUHHARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis has undertaKen an empirical examination of the
growth. structure and prediction of the Thermal Internal
Boundary layer (TlBl). The experimental methodology was
designed to enable a comprehensive spatial and temporal data
coverage. This was· achieved using a specially instrumented
light aircraft for transect flights over the entire length
and height of the TlBl. together with a networK of
meteorological masts and surface instrumentation. including
an acoustic sounder. The resulting data were investigated in
terms of general meteorological characteristics. turbulent
structure. and an evaluation of the TIBl height equations.
while a synthesis of these approaches was provided by a case
study. Each of these aspects of the study was reported in a
separate chapter (paper). A number o-f the features
identified in these studies have been incorporated into
composite schematic diagrams illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
The overall conclusions reached in this thesis may be
summarized as follows:
1) localised onshore flow was promoted by a weak synoptic
pressure gradient. frequently with favourable isobaric flow
aloft. Thermal and frictional effects associated with the
TIBl and the sea breeze component caused the oblique onshore
-flow to become more normal to the coastline. with
significantly higher wind speeds inland. especially under
less stable conditions. large increases in low level
turbulence were also found. and wind profiles revealed a
surface based layer of relatively uniform speed and
direction. with the T/BL inter-face occurring just above the
velocity maximum.
2) The TIBL developed from the initially stable onshore flow
as a neutral and slightly unstable layer within the sea
breeze component. It grew rapidly -from convective conditions
in the morning. peaKing at midday and decreasing slowly in
the afternoon. following the same diurnal growth and decay
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Figure 1: Composite summary
meteorologiCal characteristics
schematic of
of the TIBL.
selected
pattern as the surface heating and the development of the
onshore flow. TIBl buildup was strongly influenced by the
overwater lapse rate and the presence of an initial mixed
layer. The initially irregular TIBl boundary became more
uniform during the day, as a steady balance between wind
speed and surface heating was achieved.
3) Warmer temperatures occurred throughout the mixed layer,
allowing slight increases of specific humidity by the uptaKe
of evaporative
decreased in the
moisture. Conversely,
TIBl, with maxima of
relative
relative
humidity
humidity
associated with the entrainment region and the presence o'f
the intensity of turbulence and
scattered
influenced
cloud. Temperature structure also strongly
the degree of
entrainment into the TIBl aloft.
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the standard deviations of vertical
velocity and temperature (0'11' and O'T) displayed strong
increases in the TlBL, decreasing . somewhat in the
entrainment region as a result of intermittent turbulence. A
turbulent similarity analysis of standard deviations for the
Boundary layer (CBL)
but the increase
TIBL and the Convective
similar magnitude of data,
associated with the top of the eBl was
revealed a
in turbulence
not generally
present. and instead a smooth decrease of turbulence with
non-dimensional height was found in the TIBL.
5) Values of sensible heat flux within the TlBL
varied greatly. but were strongly positive in the surface
layer, moderate to slightly negative within the mixed layer.
and negligible outside the TIBL. Strong undulations in the
structure of the TIBL were caused by transitory eddies and
fluctuations and increased
thermal uecur-r-ents, which were
values
characterised by large
of sensible heat flux.
",--,----,---,----,----,r---,--, rooo
800
600 s
l-
X
<>
400 -w
x
08hOO tOhOO t2hOO t4hOO t6hOO t8hOO
TIHE O~ DAY (hours)
Figure 2: composite schematic
e votut.ton and behaviour.
diagram of diurnal TIBl
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6) The . theoretically based Tiel height equations of Plate
(1971). steyn and OKe (1982) and Gamo et al (1983) displayed
the best overall performance, and were collectively ranKed
in highest position. They possessed a high degree of
accuracy. with low mean and model-oriented errors, and
biases close to zero. Also well ranKed was the empirical
equation of- Raynor et al (1975), which although possessing a
high potential accuracy. had a greater variability of actual
prediction. In general. the TIBL height predictions slightly
underestimated both the gradient and the height of the TieL.
7) Observations of TIBl structure and height highlighted a
nearshore region of complex and unpredictable Tiel
formation. further complicated by vertical variations in
stability. These continual dynamic adjustments to TIBl
growth occurred within the first few Kilometres of the
shore, frequently comprising an initially slow and later
rapid increase in height. followed by a region of more
regular Tiel formation where relatively accurate observation
and prediction of TIBl height was possible.
The overall conclusions of this thesis have confirmed many
of the observations and findings noted in other s tudree,
while producing new insights into certain aspects of
mesoscale TIBl development. In particular. temporal
analyses. combined with cross sections of the meteorological
and turbulent properties of the TIBl, have elucidated
aspects of the complex shape. structure and temporal
behaviour of the TIeL. It has also been shown that the
reliable prediction of TIBl height can be performed to some
degree of accuracy. Evaluation of the impact of the TIBl on
fumigation conditions and pollutant dispersion in Shoreline
envtr-onment e will thus be benefitted by the additional
understanding of the growth. structure and prediction of the
Tiel provided by this thesis.
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2.1: Abbreviations and symbols
U u m.s-
1 Standard deviation of horizontal wind velocity
U w m.s-
1 Standard deviation of vertical wind velocity
u€J 0 Standard deviation of wind direction
uT °c Standard deviation of temperature
T 0c Dry bulb temperature
T w °c Wet bulb temperature
2.2: Date and Run number for the eight test days
Date
18 March 1987
19 March 1987
27 March 1987
30 March 1987
31 March 1987
1 April 1987
13 April 1987
21 April 1987
Run Number
318
319
327
330
33 1
401
413
421
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3.1: Abbreviations and symbols
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L
ao
s
T
T'
u'
w'
Z
Zi
9,
w"6"
m
m.s- I . I( - 1
W.m- 2
I(
I(
I(
I(
m.s- 1
m.s- I
m.s- 1
m.s- 1
m.s- I
m.5- 1
m2.s- 2
m
m
Monin-Obukhov length
Surface sensible heat flux
Solar radiation
Temperature
Instantaneous temperature fluctuation
Surface scaling temperature
Standard deviation of temperature
Horizontal wind speed
Instantaneous wind speed fluctuation
Surface seal ing velocity
Vertical wind velocity
Instantaneous vertical velocity fluctuation
Mixed layer seal ing velocity
Momentum flux
Height above ground
Boundary layer height
Mixed layer seal ing temperature
Sensible heat flux
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APPENDIX' 4
~: Input values of TIBl height equation parameters for
the eight TIBls evaluated.
151
Input
Parameter 318 319 327
Run
330 331 401 413 421
H~ (w.m- 2) 355 369 335 363 324 332 343 335
# (W. m- 2) 236 263 205 270 216 270 270 263
fJ 0<' 100m- I} 1 .33 0.51 0.48 0.50 0.58 0.56 0.77 0.47
4.9 (K) 2.3 1 .4 7.4 4.5 1.6 0.6 8.7 3.2
Ii (m.s- 1) 8.2 8.6 7.6 6.8 8. 1 6.9 10.4 5.4
Ul0 (m.s- l) 6.2 6.8 5. 1 5. 1 6. 1 5.2 7.8 4.2
Tl (K) 35.1 36.8 39.9 35.4 33.6 37.9 36.0 29.7
TW (K) 12.2 13.4 14.5 13.9 14.5 15.8 1 1 .6 13.4
tlo (m) 860 160 140 200 0 0 240 0
• #
= V.Hc·sin(~ts/Ol}
lyons et a1 ( 1983) heat flux parameterisation
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4.2: computational formulae for the statistical summary
and difference measures following the form of Fox (1981) and
Willmott (1982).
n- f
n
MAE = 1: I P . -0"i::f I I
n- f
n
MBE = 1: (p. -0')i::f I I
n
RMSE = [n- f 1: (p·_O·)2jO.5i s f I I
[n- f n "-RMSES = 1: (p·_O·)2JO.5i e t I I
[n- f n "RMSE U = t (p._p.)2jO.5i::f I ,
n " n , ,..,d = 1-[ 1: (P·-O·)<-/ 1: (IP~I+IO·Ilc..j
;::f I I i s t ' ,
( 11)
( 12)
(13)
( 14)
( 15)
(16 )
where n = number of cases. P = pred i cted and 0 = observed.
, - , -
and where Old!I, P; = P;-O and 0, = 0;-0.
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4.3: Statistical summary and difference measures for the
eight TI BL equations for 143 cases (means. standard
deviations and errors in metres).
VdHoven Raynor VenKatram Plate Weisman Gamo Lyons Steyn
(5 622 622 622 622 622 622 622 622
P 396 600 745 669 532 593 464 600
0'0 261 261 261 261 261 261 261 261
Up 265 254 271 256 247 250 243 251
a -37 132 225 150 56 97 21 102
b 0.70 0.75 0.64 0.63 0.77 0.60 0.74 0.60
MAE 231 126 151 101 133 113 155 11 1
MBE -224 -21 123 47 -69 -29 -136 -22
RMSE 299 157 166 125 164 129 199 126
RMSE s 240 73 132 66 1 11 64 156 60
RMSE u 176 139 135 106 120 112 124 11 1
prop. 0.64 0.21 0.49 0.26 0.46 0.25 0.61 0.23
r 2 0.55 0.70 0.75 0.63 0.76 0.60 0.74 0.60
d 0.76 0.91 0.69 0.94 0.90 0.94 0.67 0;94
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o
p
b
MAE
MBE
RHSE
MSEs
MSEu
prop.
r 2
d
Mean observed TIBl height
Mean predicted TIBl height
Standard deviation oi' observed TIBl heights
Standard deviation oi' predicted TIBl heights
y - intercept oi' least squares regression
x coefficient of least squares regression
Mean absolute error
Mean bias error
Root mean square error
Systematic error
Unsystematic error
Proportion of systematic error
Correlation coefficient
Index of accuracy
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APPENDIX 5
5.1: Abbreviations and symbols
CTW (m) Standard dev i at (on oi' vertical velocity
CTr (K) Standard deviation oi' temperature
~ (m.s-'I.K-l) Mean sensible heat i'lux
2 JUN 1988
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